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ABSTRACT 
Fuel Load and Plant Community Dynamics of 
Bryce Canyon National Park 
by 
Doug W. Wight, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1994 
Major Professor: Dr. David W. Roberts 
Department: Forest Resources 
A comprehensive fuel load assessment of all plant 
communities in Bryce Canyon National Park is provided. Fuel 
loads by community type are pooled into "fuel type 
associations" based on similarity in predicted fire behavior, 
and the fuel type associations are mapped throughout the Park . 
For each fuel type association, a series of fire behavior 
simulations is presented describing expected rates of spread 
and intensities for typical conditions in each month of the 
fire season and for a worst case scenario. These fire 
behavior predictions provide guidelines for writing prescribed 
burning prescriptions or for quickly assessing the need for 
possible fire suppression and the amount of effort required to 
suppress particular fires. ( 188 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
Park Service Objectives 
Restoring a landscape to one that approaches the 
historical landscape is an important objective of the National 
Park Service . Leopold et al. (1963) stimulated this interest 
by stating that the Parks should be managed in such a manner 
as to simulate the historic patterns of vegetation and 
wildlife. The authors went on to say that the knowledge and 
information necessary f or this restoration did not exist. 
This project is an attempt to develop some of the knowledge 
and tools necessary to enable managers to restore the 
landscape of our Parks to an approximation of historic 
patterns. 
Vegetation and landscapes of an area are determined by 
three overlain and interactive mosaics. First, environmental 
factors, such as precipitation, soils, and temperature, limit 
the species on an ari::a to those suited to that set of 
environmental conditions, thus determining the potential range 
of plant community composition and distribution. Second, 
interspecies competition further limits vegetation composition 
and distribution at a given time. These interspecies 
relations lead to a fairly directional and predictable change 
over time. Third, disturbance , such as fire, changes species 
composition, and/or structure , of an area by either 
elim inati ng a species altogether, or eliminating individuals 
of a given species or number of species. The effects are 
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highly variable and depend in a complex manner on spec,ies 
c omposition, fuel types, fuel loads, and fire weather. 
An understanding of these factors is important to the 
management of the plant community mosaic of an area. To 
manipulate, or change, an existing community structure, 
information is needed on current vegetation, potential 
vegetation, historical vegetation, and an idea of the desired 
vegetation. By assuming an aspiration to recreate historical 
vegetation, the desired vegetation can be determined by a 
combination of fire history studies and historical photo-
relocation studies. To achieve the restoration of a desired 
landscape pattern, informati on is also needed about the 
current condition of fuel complexes, fuel loads, and predicted 
fire behavior. The following sections of this introduction 
will discuss the components needed to understand the complex 
interaction of vegetation , fuel types, and fuel loads. 
Vegetation Classification and Ecology 
The importance of vegetation composition to the landscape 
formation has stimulated interest in land classification based 
on veg etation. Daubenmire (1952) developed the habitat type 
concept, which has found a broad acceptance in the Rocky 
Mountains. Habitat types are defined by the potential natural 
vegetation of a site, and are determined by assessing the 
current vegetation and the environmental factors and 
predicting the climax community. A habitat type can support 
many disturbance-induced seral communities, but the result of 
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dis tu rbance-free vegetation succession on these communities 
would be similar climax communities (Steele 1984). Alexander 
(19 88) provided a comprehensive list of habitat type across 
the West . As of 1987, over 127 areas had been classified 
using the habitat type concept (Well ner 1989). 
Classifications using the habitat type concept have varied in 
the incl us ion of soi ls , landform, seral communities within 
habitat types , successional pathways, and management 
implications. 
Fischer and Clayton (1983) developed an ecological 
classification based on vegetation response to fire. Habitat 
types which are similar with respect to the role of fire in 
forest succession are combined into fire ecology groups. The 
authors use a generalized forest succession diagram that shows 
the effect of fire at different points and at different 
intensities along the succession chain for each ecology group . 
This technique allows for a general study of each fire ecology 
group with predicted change in communities given a 
disturbance . 
Noble and Slatyer (1980) and Cattelino et al. (1979) 
developed the use of successional pathways in their work to 
suggest that multiple pathways exist in succession. The 
individual properties of species are an important determinant 
in the process of succession (Gleason 1939). The authors used 
Gleason's concept of individual importance to make several 
generalizations about the factors affecting succession in 
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developing a v ital attributes model. Vital attributes are 
those attributes that are important to the role of a species 
in stand dynamics. They suggested that method of 
persistence , con ditions of establishment, and the time for 
speci es to reach critical life stages are the most important 
vital attributes. Using vital attributes, Roberts et al. 
(1992) and Roberts (1993a, 1993b) developed a computer model 
that predicts plant community response to recurrent fire and 
simulates the effects o f different fire regimes. The model 
shows graphically the chang e in plant community composition 
over time. 
Vegetation Mapping 
To use the concept of vital attributes for evaluating 
vegetation change , one needs to know the current vegetation 
and the potential vegetation of a landscape. Therefore, a 
need for distribution mapping arises. Roberts and Cooper 
(1989) suggested two techniques for mapping vegetation, 
distinguishing between mapping of potential vegetation and 
current vegetation. Often not all possible plant communities 
are present on the ground due to the disturbance pattern of 
the landscape. They suggested identifying the factors 
co ntrolling the vegetation pattern of a landscape as the first 
process, recognizing that the factors affecting potential and 
current vegetation differ. These factors form the core for 
predictive models of vegetation distribution. 
Obtaining ground-truth data is the second procedure to 
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complete a vegetation mapping project. Extrapolation of 
gr o und-truth data to the remaining study using the model and 
c on trolling factors is the third procedure in the mapping . 
Two techniques for extrapolating ground-truth data were 
examined . Linear discriminant analysis (LOA) and 
classification trees (CT) were analyzed using the same data 
set, and accuracy was evaluated using a cross-validation 
approach. LOA out performed CT in their example, but more 
work is needed with larger data sets. Classification and 
regression tree (CART) analysis is a nonparametric statistical 
approach to classification of discrete groups. CART operates 
by generating a dichotomous key for a priori groups based on 
independent data. The trees are ten-fold cross-validated, and 
branches with poor classification accuracy are removed from 
the tree. The final tree is determined from a large set of 
possible trees by a compromise of classification complexity 
and accuracy (Breiman et al. 1984) Lees and Ritman (1991) 
used classification trees to analyze and predict landcover 
over an area, and then mapped the area using the output of the 
classifier . 
Fire and Fuels 
Fire intensity, fue l types, fuel loads, and seasonality of 
fire greatly affect the composition and patterns of vegetation 
on a landscape. 
discussed in 
These factors, along with species composition 
the previous section, affect landscape 
development. Four separate, but related methods for assessing 
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fuels will be reviewed : fire histories, fire regimes, fuel 
models , and fire behavior prediction. 
Fire history studies have documented that western 
forests , similar to the forests of Bryce Canyon National Park, 
have been subject to freque nt low intensity surface fires. 
Madany and West (1980) reported that on two separate areas of 
Zion National Park the fire return interval was 4-7 years. 
Fisher et al. (1986) determined that the fire frequency of the 
Devil's Tower National Monument decreased by 2.2 times that of 
pre-1900. Buchanan and Tolman (1983) reported that the fire 
frequency had decreased from 4-7 years before 1870 to 14-18 
years after 1870 in Bryce Canyon National Park. Wight (1989) 
reported that on a selected study area in Bryce Canyon 
National Park the fire frequency over the study decreased from 
3.3 years t o 9 . 9 years due to grazing and suppression after 
1870 . The decrease in fire frequency has led to a very 
striking plant community change in the Park. Buchanan (1981) 
expressed great concern over these changes in community 
composition within Bryce Canyon National Park. He stated that 
fuel loads across the Park should be examined and reduced in 
some areas. Furthermore, he stated that without hands-on 
management some important plant associations in the Park could 
be lost. Stein (1988a and 1988b) reaffirmed the conclusions 
made by Buchanan, wi t h an extended study of the area 
surrounding Bryce Canyon National Park. 
Fire history studies examine the frequency of fire on a 
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landscape, but do not directly address the intensity. F~re 
regimes combine fire frequency, fire behavior, and the 
ecosystem. Inherent in the concept of fire regimes is that 
change in either the pattern of fire or the biota results in 
a new fire regime (Heinselmann 1981). Heinselmann used fire 
regimes to classify ecosystems into seven fire regimes, 
ranging from no natural fire (regime 0) to very long return 
interval crown fires (regime 6). Buchanan and Tolman (1983) 
placed most of Bryce Canyon National Park into fire regime 
two, characterized by frequent low intensity surface fires, 
which is a common regime of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
forests in the southwest (Weaver 1967). 
As indicated, fire regimes can be changed with either a 
change in the nature of fire or a change in the plant 
communities of an area. The fire regimes of many areas have 
been changed over the past 80-100 years, due to human 
practices. First, grazing reduced fine fuels in many areas, 
thus reducing the likelihood of ignition and fire spread. 
Second , fire suppression has led to numerous changes in plant 
community structure and fuels. Buchanan (1981) stated that 
the plant communities of Bryce Canyon National Park have 
changed drastically, due, in part, to suppression activities 
in the past 80 years. Also, he indicated that fuel loads have 
increased to dangerous levels. This could lead to large, high 
intensity fires that are not part of the natural fire regime. 
Characterization and appraisal are the components of fuel 
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classification . Fuel load estimation and inventory comprise 
the characterization process of fuel classification . 
Evaluating fuel loads is an important step in the development 
of management plans . Brown et al. (19 82 ) developed a 
technique for inventorying fuels and biomass for the Interior 
West. The authors used planar transects to measure surface 
fuels and duff; litter and herbaceous material are inventoried 
using small subplots along the transects. Shrub cov er by 
species is estimated on two 1/4-milacre plots. The sample 
data are then run through a FORTRAN program to determine 
biomass of down and dead materia l, duff, litter, herbs , and 
shrubs. 
Appraisal is the process of converting raw data into fuel 
models (Anders on 1982) Anderson produced guidelines in the 
determination of fuel models for predicting fire behavior. 
The fuel models used were developed by Albini (1976) and are 
separated by fuel complex, fuel loading, fuelbed depth, and 
moisture of extinction. Fischer (1981) developed photo 
guidelines for determining fuel models f or Montana forests, 
incorporating the models developed by Albini. Once a fuel 
model has been selected for an area, fire predictions can be 
made by the computer model BEHAVE (Andrews 1986). The program 
allows the user to input information on weather, fuel 
moisture, wind speed, and slope. With these inputs, the 
program predicts rate of spread, heat per unit area, flame 
length, and fireline intensity. 
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Fire history, fire regime, fuel load , and an estimation 
of fire behavior are all important in linking vegetation 
information and the effect of fire on vegetation composition. 
The amount of information needed to make sound management 
decisions , concerning the use of fire as an ecological 
process , is large and hard to manage . Any forced vegetation 
change must not only take into account the flora of an area , 
but also the fauna , soils , and uses of the land . To 
facilitate sound management decisions , a data management 
system is needed. 
The amount of information that can be incorporated into 
management decisions can sometimes be stifling , as many 
different disciplines are involved in the decision-making 
process. This can present many problems if the decision maker 
did not seek out all of the information available. Managers 
that have received all the information available may not be 
able to assimilate the information because of a limited 
knowledge of other d i sciplines. A set of tools is needed that 





Bryce Canyon National Park occup ies an area of 
approximately 14,250 hectares (35,240 acres) on the east face 
of the Paunsaugunt Plateau in south central Utah (Figure 1). 
Bryce Canyon National Park was set aside for the spectacular 
erosional remnants (Hoodoos) along the scarp of the Plateau, 
and as a result the Park is generally long and narrow, running 
primarily NNE to SSW. The Park consists of a strip of land on 
the Plateau top itself (varying from a few to several 
kilometers in width), the scarp of the Plateau, and a strip of 
land below the scarp to the east (also varying from a few to 
several kilometers in width). 
Geology 
Bryce Canyon National Park occurs in the portion of Utah 
included in the Colorado Plateau province (Thornbury 1965), an 
area dominated by broad plateaus of gently dipping sedimentary 
rock, carved at their edges by exceptionally effective erosion 
into retreating, steeply sloping scarps. The Paunsaugunt 
Plateau is a block-faulted sedimentary rock mass, typical of 
the landforms of this region. The Plateau is delimited on the 
west by the Sevier fault, and to the east by the Paunsaugunt 
fault. The geology of Bryce Canyon National Park (and the 
rest of the Paunsaugunt Plateau) was surveyed by Gregory 
( 1951) . 
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u AH 
Figure 1. Location of Bryce Canyon National Park. 
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Topography 
The topographic relief within the Park varies from broad 
areas of relatively little relief on the Plateau top to very 
steep and complex slopes at the face of the scarp. Areas 
below the Plateau are generally of moderate relief with a 
rolling or dissected appearance. The lowest elevation in the 
Park (2018 m) occurs below the rim of the Plateau where 
Campbell Creek flows out of Fairyland Canyon into the town of 
Tropic. Elevations below the rim range from this low up to 
2210 m, with local slopes commonly on the order of 100 to 200 
meters of relief. The face of the exposed Plateau ranges from 
100 to 200 meters of exposure along its length. Above the rim 
the Park increases steadily from a low elevation of 2315 
meters at the north end to a maximum of 2775 meters at Rainbow 
Point in the southern end of the Park. 
Soils 
The soils of Bryce Canyon National Park have been surveyed 
and mapped by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS, no 
date) Soils within Bryce Canyon National Park typically fall 
into one of four orders, listed in order of abundance: 
entisols (recent soils), mollisols (grassland soils with dark 
surface horizons), alfisols (forest soils), and inceptisols 
(immature soils). 
The entisols are developed primarily on alluvial deposits, 
and are subdivided on the basis of soil texture. In Bryce 
Canyon the entire range of textures from clayey to sandy is 
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present; loamy or clayey soils predominate, however. Moisture 
regimes vary from dry in most years to permanently moist. 
The residual soils of Bryce (soils developed from 
weathered, in-place parent material) are primarily in the 
suborder boroll of the order mollisol or the suborder boralf 
of the order alfisol. These are soils with mean annual 
temperatures below 8°C. Borolls are typical of grassland 
sites, and boralfs are typical of the forest sites. 
Climate 
Precipitation 
Bryce Canyon National Park lies near the transition from 
the zone of late-summer precipitation maximum typical of 
Arizona and New Mexico to the zone of winter precipitation 
maximum typical of the Great Basin, and exhibits elements of 
both zones. The maximum precipitation occurs in late summer 
(late July and August) with a drought occurring in late-
spring/early-summer (May and June), as is typical for the 
Colorado Plateau and southwest. Maximum monthly precipitation 
is 57 cm in August; minimum precipitation is 18 cm in June. 
Winter precipitation is also fairly high, however, with 
precipitation in December through March averaging over 60% of 
the August maximum for each of the four months. The net 
result of the precipitation pattern is significant soil 
moisture recharge from snowmelt in most years, followed by 
soil drying until the late summer rains recharge the soil 
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moisture of the upper layers. 
Temperature 
As is typical for arid areas of the southwest, Bryce 
Canyon National Park exhibits strong seasonal changes in mean 
monthly temperatures. January is the coldest month with a 
mean daily temperature of -5.9°C; July is the warmest month 
with a mean daily temperature of 17°C. Mean monthly 
te mperatures hide a great dea l of variation, however. Daily 
maximum temperatures over 32 °C occur in each of the four 
months from June to September, with average daily maximums 
from l8°C to 27°C during the same period. Winter minimum 
temperatures range from -30 °C to -28 °C from November to 
February, with mean daily minimums from -9°C to -14°C during 
the same period. Even during the warm summer months, diurnal 
cooling under the clear skies leads to low night temperatures . 
The mean minimum daily temperature is below freezing in all 
months except June through September, and frosts typically 
occur at least one day a month in all months except August. 
Previous Work in Bryce Canyon 
National Park 
Flora 
The flora of Bryce Canyon National Park is a complex 
mixture of elements from the Colorado Plateau, Great Basin, 
and Cordilleran floristic regions. The flora of Bryce Canyon 
National Park has been described by Buchanan and Graybosch 
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(1981) with addenda by Hallsten and Roberts (1988). Roberts 
et al. (1992) provided a list of all plant species known in 
Bryce Canyon National Park. All species nomenclature 
contained within this document follows Welsh et al. ( 1987) . 
Vege tation 
Roberts et al. (1992) provided a detailed description of 
the vegetation of Bryce Canyon National Park. These authors 
described both the potential natural vegetation (habitat type 
[Daubenmire and Daubenmire 1968]) and the current existing 
vegetation (community type) for all lands in Bryce Canyon. 
Classified broadly, the potential vegetation of Bryce 
Canyon National Park follows an elevational sequence from 
shrub communities t h rough woodland to closed forest. At the 
lowest elevations of the Park, shrub communities occur on 
clayey soils derived from the Tropic shale strata. Outside 
this area, at slightly higher elevations throughout the north 
end and east side of the Park, is a broad zone of pinyon-
juniper woodland. Other low elevation areas below the rim of 
the Breaks typically support a mosaic of more mesic 
communities. 
Above the rim of the Breaks, nonforest areas are dominated 
by a black sagebrush (Artemesia nova) shrub community. This 
community covers a large area of the north end of the Park, 
and extends into the central portion of the Park along 
drainages. The forests of Bryce Canyon are represented by a 
series of habitat types along a complex temperature/moisture 
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gradient, with moisture increasing generally from north to 
south along the increase of elevation. In general, the dry 
end of the gradient is repr esented by ponderosa pine (Pinus 
p onderosa) habitat types, while the moist end of the gradient 
is represented by white fir (Abies concolor) habitat types. 
Bryce Canyon National Park covers a fairly large range of 
potential vegetation types , each of which may be subjected to 
disturbances which produce different community types (or seral 
stages) within the habitat type. The more xeric habitat types 
in Bryce Canyon appear relatively homogeneous as to community 
type, and exist typically in later successional stages. There 
are relatively fewer potential community types within these 
xeric habitat types, and the later community types are adapted 
to a recurrent disturbance regime. The more mesic forested 
types exhibit a much broader range of community types within 
a habitat type, reflecting in part the wider range of 
community types possible, and the greater length of time these 
types take to return to later seral stages. Later stages in 
these types are not adapted to recurrent disturbance, and fire 
will generally initiate a new successional sequence. 
Relatively few of the possible community types account for 
the vast majority of the area of the Park. The six most 
common community types cover approximately 80% of the area of 
the Park. 
Ge o graph ic al Information System 
(GIS ) I n tegration 
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Hab itat typ es and plant communit i es are distributed over 
a landsca pe in varying patterns. To assess the spatial 
a spec ts, Roberts et al. ( 1992) input habitat types , plant 
communities , and soils into a GIS. At the onset of this 
pr oc edure it was necessary to map the entire Parks habitat 
types , plant communities, and soils . Habitat type maps were 
previously completed f or some of the Park, but it was 
ne ce ssary to complete these by field mapping. Once completed, 
the maps were transferred to mylar and then digitized into the 
GIS. 
Limited ground-truth data were available for the creation 
of co mmunity type maps. From 640 sample points, a predictive 
model using classification trees (Bre iman et al. 1984) was 
developed. This model was used to extrapolate these points 
over the entire Park to complete the community type maps. 
The resulting tree, in combination with aerial photo 
interpretation , and field mapping were used to extrapolate and 
map the entire Park by community type. The resulting maps 
were transferred to mylar and subsequently digitized. 
The soil maps for the Park were derived from the Soil 
Conservation Survey maps of the area. The classification of 
the SCS was lumped according to parent material and depth t o 
pr ov ide a more ecological grouping of soils. This was done to 
facilitate easier understanding and use by Park Service 
personnel, and also to facilitate future modelling activities. 
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The simplified classification was transferred to mylar and 
digitized into the GIS . 
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OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this project was to provide 
Bryce Canyon National Park with a comprehensive fuel load 
analysis to facilitate fire management and suppression 
activities. The specific objectives were : 
(1) To collect data on fuel loads and analyze the data by 
community type . 
(2) To create fuel type associations based on a 
classification of community type fuel loads and fire 
behavior . 
(3) To create fuel models and specific fire behavior 
predictions by fuel type association. 
(4) To integrate the fuel type information into a GIS. 
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METHODS 
Five hundred fuel inventory plots, stratified by 
community type , were completed in the summer of 1988, using 
the technique outlined by Brown et al. (1982). Vegetation and 
fuels were divided into six subgroups: standing trees, shrubs, 
herbaceous material, litter, duff, and down woody material. 
Down woody material and duff were sampled using a planar 
intersect method. The planar intersect method involved 
counting the number of intersections along a plane. 
Intersections of down woody mate rial from O - 0.6 cm and from 
0 . 6 - 2.5 cm in diameter were counted to a distance of two 
meters fr om plot center. Down woody material from 2.5 - 7.6 
cm in diameter were counted out to 3 meters from plot center , 
and intersections of woody material> 7.6 cm were counted 15.2 
meters from plot center. Duff depths were measured at O. 3 
meters and 1. 5 meters along the plane. Standing trees < 3 
meters in height were sampled using a 1/300 acre plot, and the 
number and average height of each tree species were recorded. 
Shrubs were sampled at two 1/4-milacre subplots per plot. 
Ocula r estimates, of the percent cover and percent cover that 
was dead, were made at each plot. Stem diameters were then 
measured, by species, over the two subplots and recorded. 
Four 30 X 60 cm subplots for every fuel inventory plot 
were used to sample herbaceous material and litter. The four 
subplots were laid out 2.07 meters from center and 2.07 meters 
apart. The subplot that contained the most herbaceous material 
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was designated as the base. The remaining three subplots were 
then rated as a percentage of the amount on the base plot. 
Ocul ar estimations of percent cover were then made on subplots 
one and two . Litter estim atio ns of percent cover followed 
this same logic, but estimations were based only on the right 
half of each subplot . Litter and herbaceous material were 
collected from their respective base subplots. These samples 
were then oven-dried at 95 °C for 24 hours, and weighed to the 
nearest 0 . 0 1 of a gram. All data were then entered into the 
computer and analyzed, by community type, using the FORTRAN 
pr o gram provided by Brown et al. ( 1982) This computer 
analysis provided estimations of fuel loads in tons per acre. 
Downed woody material , litter, duff, standing trees, shrub, 
and herbaceous material tons per acre are treated separately, 
then combined for an average fuel load per acre. 
Estimations of biomass, by diameter class , were included 
in the original program for many o f the shrub species found at 
Bryce Canyon National Park. Two shrub species of importance, 
Que rcus gambelii and Arctostaphylos patula, were not included 
in the original computer program provided by Brown et al. 
( 1982) . The program was developed for the northern Rocky 
Mountain region where these two species do not occur ; 
therefo re, estimations of biomass for these species were 
needed. Estimations of biomass, based on stem diameter, were 
adapted for gambel oak, (Q. qambelii), from Clary and 
Tiedemann (1986), and incorporated into the computer program. 
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Since no biomass estimations were available for greenl~af 
manzanita (A. patula), samples were collected to estimate 
biomass by diameter class . Variability in size and form 
within the species is low; therefore, only ten samples in each 
diameter class were taken . Oven-dried weight of the samples 
was determined and a linear regression was used to provide 
estimation of biomass, based on stern diameters. These were 
then incorporated into the program provided by Brown. 
Fuel load data, by community type, was used to produce 
fuel models using the fuels subsystem of BEHAVE (Burgan and 
Rothermel 1984) . Fire behavior predictions by cornrnuni ty type 
were compared by the fire line intensity and rate of spread 
predicted values for an average July day in Bryce Canyon 
National Park (Figure 2). 
Obvious discontinuities were present in the predicted 
values , which aided in the grouping of community type fuel 
data into fuel type associations. A subjective line of 
division was drawn at the 200 BTU/FOOT/SEC line, which allowed 
for the separation of the more rnesic community types into two 
fuel type associations. Logical separations were also made at 
the obvious discontinuities to produce a grid. Community 
types within each grid cell were then placed into a fuel type 
association (Table 1). Fuel loads, contained in the fuel 
models for each community type, were then averaged to create 
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Table l. Cross Reference of Community Types Contained in 
Each Fuel Type Association. 



















PIPO/QUG A 6 
QUGA/QUGA 6 
ARNO/STCO 7 
ARTR/A TCA 7 
ERCO/ ELSA 0 
JUAR/C ARO 0 
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BEHAVE was then run on the mean fuel load for each fuel 
type association to produce estimations of fire behavior for 
typical days in May through September , along with a worst case 
scenario . The typical weather and worst case scenario 
environmental parameters were determined from weather data 
provided by Bryce Canyon National Park personnel. 
Fuel type association maps of the Park were derived by 
reclassifying the community types into the appropriate fuel 
type association. Total fuel loads for the fuel type 
associations and predicted fire behavior were included as 
attributes in a fuel type association map within the GIS. 
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RESULTS 
Fuel loads by community type are summarized in Table 2 and 
detailed information on each community type fuel loads is 
given in Appendix A. For each community type, a custom fuel 
model was prepared, and the rate of spread and the fire line 
intensity from these models are summarized in Table 3 . 
The creation of fuel type associations was performed on 
the data as discussed in the Methods section. Within a given 
fuel-type association are the community types that exhibit 
similiar fire behavior for a typical July day in the Park. 
Five forest fuel-type associations (1-4 and 6), two shrub-
woodland fuel-type associations (5 and 7), and one null fuel-
type association (0) were established. The following section 
describes each fuel type association. Fuel loads and predicted 
fire behavior from cu:3tom fuel models developed for each 
association are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. 
Appendix B contains detailed fire behavior predictions for May 
through September as well as a worst case scenario for each 
fuel type association. 






























Fuel load Summary by Community Type , All Units in 
Tons/Acre . 
One Ten 100 1000 Live Total 
Hour Hour Hour Hour Fuels Fuels 
Fuels Fuels Fu els Fuels 
0 . 24 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 24 0 . 66 0 . 90 
0 . 09 0 . 12 0 . 00 0 . 50 0 . 80 1. 3 0 
0 . 13 0 . 15 0 . 60 1. 7 3 2 . 76 4.4 9 
0 . 15 0 . 51 1. 30 3. 37 1. 91 5.2 8 
1. 20 0 . 09 0 . 00 3 . 50 1. 36 4. 86 
1. 26 0 . 57 0 . 90 5. 88 0 . 74 6 . 62 
3 . 32 0 . 96 1. 87 12 . 32 0 . 28 12 . 60 
1. 33 0 . 32 0.62 15. 69 1. 49 17 . 18 
2 . 36 0 . 56 1. 29 19.16 1. 08 20 . 24 
1. 81 0 . 62 2 . 05 23 . 84 0 .4 1 2 4. 2 5 
1. 72 1. 37 1. 09 24 . 49 0 . 84 25 . 33 
2 . 2 7 0 . 43 0 . 88 17 . 10 8 . 76 25 . 86 
1. 42 0 . 69 1. 4 6 25 . 93 1. 34 27 . 27 
2 . 43 0 . 99 2 . 31 25 . 68 2 . 04 27 . 72 
1. 93 0.98 1. 06 26.78 1. 86 28 . 64 
2 . 45 0 . 76 1. 20 2 9. 25 0.90 30 .15 
2 . 12 0 . 43 0 . 85 29 . 30 1. 35 30 . 65 
2 . 99 1. 11 2 . 78 31 . 19 0 . 70 31 . 89 
4 . 18 0.82 1. 61 30 . 55 1. 70 32.25 
3 . 5 1 0 . 70 1. 4 8 32.49 0 . 86 33.35 
1. 83 0 . 64 1. 76 37 .4 6 1. 1 7 38 .63 
2 . 35 1. 01 3 .5 0 43.66 0 .36 44.02 
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Ta ble 3 . Fire Behavior Predictions for an Average July Day 
by Community Type. 
Community Type Rate of Spread Flame Length Fireline 
(Feet / Minute) (Feet) Intensity 
(BTU/ Feet/Sec) 
JUAR/ CARO 5 1 10 
ERCO/ ELSA 0 0 0 
ARNO/STCO 7 4 110 
ARTR/ATCA 14 5 168 
NULL/ PIPO 41 6 255 
PIED / JUOS 50 8 515 
QUGA/ QUGA 56 10 908 
JUSC / PIPO 32 6 246 
PIPO/PIPO PIPO 28 6 234 
SERIES 
POTR/PIPO 13 4 127 
POTR/ POTR 13 5 16 7 
PIPO / QUGA 63 22 4657 
POTR/ PIPU 9 4 114 
PIPO / PSME 9 5 183 
PIFL/PIPO 10 5 174 
PIFL/ABCO 1.5 6 242 
PIPO/PIPO PSME 14 5 228 
AND ABCO SERIES 
POTR/PSME 13 5 205 
PIFL/PSME 15 7 408 
PSME/ABCO 1 8 7 361 
POTR/ABCO 11 4 149 
PIPO/ABCO 11 4 13 6 



















Fuel Load Summary by Fuel Type , All Units in 
Tons/Acre . 
One 10 100 1000 Live Total 
Hour Hour Hour Hour Fuel Fuel 
Fuels Fuels Fuels Fuel Load Load 
Load 
1. 93 0 . 90 1. 89 29 . 69 1. 14 3.0 . 83 
2 . 52 0 . 77 1. 61 29 . 91 0 . 99 30 . 90 
3 . 85 0 . 76 1. 55 31 . 50 1. 30 32 . 80 
1. 63 0 . 32 0 . 64 12 . 78 1. 30 14 . 08 
1. 26 0 . 57 0 . 90 5 . 88 0 . 74 6 . 62 
2.80 0 . 70 1. 38 14 . 70 4 . 57 19 . 23 
0 . 93 0 . 38 0 . 58 2 . 71 2 . 05 4 . 76 
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Fire Behav i or Predictions for an Ave r age July Day 
by Fuel Type . 
Average Rate of Flame Length Fire Line 
Slope Spread (Feet) Intensity 
(Percent ) Feet/Minute BTU/Ft/Sec. 
20 1 1 5 154 
20 15 6 235 
15 15 6 331 
15 33 6 248 
12 49 8 507 
8 75 1 9 3486 
7 4 2 17 
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Fuel Type Association Descriptions 
Fuel Type 1 
Fuel type 1 is composed of the QUAKING ASPEN/QUAKING 
ASPEN (Populus tremuloides/1:..,__ tremuloides) , QUAKING 
ASPEN /PONDEROSA PINE (Popul us t remuloides /P inus ponderos a) , 
QUAKING ASPEN/COLORADO BLUE SPRUE (Populus tremuloides/Picea 
pungens), QUAKING ASPEN/WHITE FIR (Populus tremuloides/Abies 
concolor), LIMBER PINE/PONDEROSA PINE (Pinus flexilis/1:..,__ 
ponderosa), PONDEROSA PINE/DOUGLAS-FIR (.E...,_ 
ponderosa/Pseudotsuga menziesii), and PONDEROSA PINE/WHITE FIR 
(P inus Ponderosa/Abies concolor) community types . The average 
total fuel load for fuel type 1 is 30.83 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 1 is widely distributed throughout the southern 
end of the Park with a total area of 2390 hectares (Figure 3). 
This fuel type occurs on some of the most mesic sites in the 
Park. The community types containing aspen could be lost in 
the continued absence of major disturbance. Most of the aspen 
occurring in the mixed stands was sparce and was being shaded 
out of the stands. 
Fuel Type 2 
Fuel type 2 is composed of the QUAKING ASPEN/DOUGLAS-FIR 
(Populus tremuloides/Pseudotsuga menziesii), LIMBER/WHITE FIR 
(Pinus flexilis/Abies concolo r), and the PONDEROSA 
PINE/PONDEROSA PINE (Pinus pond er os a) within the Douglas-fir 
and white fir series community types. Fuel type 2 covers an 
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Figure 3. Distribution of Fuel Type Association One 
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area of 2200 hectares in the north section of the Park, and, in 
the south below the Breaks (Figure 4) . Total fuel load is 
30.90 tons/acre. 
Fuel Type 3 
Fuel type 3 is composed of the LIMBER PINE/DOUGLAS-FIR 
(Pinus flexilis/Pseudot:suga menziesii) and DOUGLAS-FIR/WHITE 
FIR (P. menziesii/Abies concolor) community types. The 
average total fuel load is 32.80 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 3 is a small fuel type covering 62 hectares, 
and occurs in small scattered patches in the southern and 
eastern sections of the Park (Figure 5) This type tends to 
be in moderately mesic sites, and has the average highest 
fuel loads of any fuel type association. The fire line 
intensity predictions tend to be higher than the other forest 
types, due to a high percentage of down and dead component 
within the stands. 
Fuel Type 4 
Fuel type 4 is composed of PONDEROSA PINE/PONDEROSA PINE 
(P. p ond erosa/P. ponderosa) (PONDEROSA PINE series), ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN JUNIPER/PONDEROSA PINE (Juniperus scopulorum/P. 
ponderosa), and the NULL/PONDEROSA PINE (l:.,__ ponderosa) 
community types (Roberts et al. 1992). NULL is considered an 
area with a Basal area of less than 20. The average total fuel 
load is 14.08 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 4 is an important fuel type of Bryce Canyon 
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Figure 4. Distribution of Fuel Type Association Two 
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Figure 5. Distribution of Fuel Type Association Three 
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National Park, covering 3985 hectares. The distribution of 
fuel type 4 is limited to the northern half of the Park. The 
south end of East Creek Meadow is the southern boundary of 
this type above the Breaks, but fuel type 4 extends a little 
further south under the Breaks (Figure 6). The elevation 
range of this type is from 2330 to 2550 meters. Ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
understory, along with 
regeneration is prevalent in the 
greenleaf manzani ta (Arctostaphylos 
patula) and black sagebrush (Artemisia nova) 
Fuel Type 5 
Fuel type 5 is composed of the PINYON PINE/UTAH JUNIPER 
(Pinus edulis/Juniperu~3 utahensis) community type of Bryce 
Canyon National Park (Roberts et al. 1992). Fuel type 5 is a 
major fuel type of the Park east of the Breaks (Figure 7). 
Average total fuel load for this fuel type is 6.62 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 5 encompasses the pinyon-juniper woodlands of 
Bryce Canyon National Park. At 3041 hectares, fuel type 5 
covers the second largest area of any of the fuel types 
described. This type of woodland is common throug hout 
southern Utah and northern Arizona. The fuels in this type 
are discontinuous, with numerous bare ground patches under the 
pinyon-juniper overstory. Fuel dams in gullies, common to 
this fuel type, contain much of the surface fuel and litter. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of Fuel Type Association Four 
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Figure 7. Distribution o f Fuel Type Association Five 
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Fuel Type 6 
Fuel type 6 is composed of the PONDEROSA PINE/GAMBLE OAK 
(Pinus ponderosa/Quercus gambelii ), and the GAMBEL OAK/GAMBEL 
OAK (Q__,_ gambelli/Q__,_ gambelii) community types (Roberts et al. 
1992) . The total average fuel load for this fuel type is 
19.23 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 6 covers an area of 269 hectares east of the 
Breaks. This type is characterized by a heavy shrub layer of 
Gambel oak. Ponderosa pine is the dominant overstory 
component , but the basal area of ponderosa pine is low. Fuel 
type 6 is located in stream alluvials under the Breaks, and 
the dendritic distribution follows the stream beds (Figure 8). 
Fuel Type 7 
Fuel type 7 contains the BLACK SAGEBRUSH/NEEDLE AND 
THREAD (Artemisia nova/Stipa comata) and BIG SAGEBRUSH/FOUR-
WINGED SALTBRUSH (Artemisia tridentata/ Atriplex canesensis) 
community types. The total average fuel load for fuel type 7 
is 4.76 tons/acre. 
Fuel type 7 contains most of the meadow area of the Park 
(900 hectares), and primarily occurs in the northern section 
of the Park above the Breaks; the remaining hectares are 
located east of the Breaks (Figure 9). Meadow encroachment by 
tree species is evi d ent throughout the meadow forest 
interface. Buchanan (1981), through the use of aerial photo 
comparisons , determined that the meadows of the Park have been 




Figure 8. Distribution of Fuel Type Association Six 
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Figure 9 . Distribution of Fuel Type Association Seven 
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Fuel Type 0 
Fuel type 0 is composed of the CORYMB BUCKWHEAT/SALINA 
WILDRYE and WIREGRASS/ROSS'S SEDGE community types . Fuel type 
0 t o tal average fuel load is 1.11 tons/acre . 
Fuel type 0 is characterized by very low fuel loads . 
These communities have very littl e chance of burning due to 
the nature of the fuel complex. The CORYMB BUCKWHEAT/SALINA 
WILDRYE community type is sparsely vegetated with large 
patches of bare soil between plants , making it virtually 
impossible for fire to spread or even ignite. The 
WIREGRASS/ROSS'S SEDGE community type is found in wet meadow 
areas and also has a low possibility of burning except in very 
dry years. If a number of very dry years occur, this 
community type could burn if surrounding fuel type 7 ignites. 
The distribution of fuel type O is widely scattered throughout 
the Park and covers an area of 150 hectares (Figure 10). A 
custom fuel model was not developed for fuel type 0 because it 
is unlikely that any portion of this type will burn. Fuel 
loads for the community types in fuel type association Oare 
contained in Appendix A. These could be used to develop a 
custom model for these types if a series of dry years does 
occur . 
GIS Integration 
Fuel type association maps were generated by lumping 
community types within the appropriate fuel type associations. 
The figures used in the fuel type association descriptions 
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Figure 10. Distribution of Fuel Type Association Zero 
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were derived from the fuel type association digital map . 
A second map of fuel types , which provides much more 
utility , was derived by an intersection of habitat types , 
community types , and fuel type associations . This digital map 
contains all the attributes from the three layers , along with 




Fuel assessment for Bryce Canyon National Park will be 
useful in many of the planning activities related to the 
vegetation of the Park. The purpose of this pr o je c t was t o 
provide the analysis necessa r y, and provide the inf o r mati on 
necessary for the sound management of fire within the Park. 
It also provided some insight into the dynamics of fuels and 
vegetation composition. 
Fuel load analysis of the Park's community types and 
the resulting fuel models provide a framework for fire 
management or fire suppression activities. The fuel models 
and maps of the fuel types give the manager the information 
necessary t o determine a ppropriate fire supp r ession 
activities, o r relevant pres c riptions f o r the management of 
fire. Manipulation of vegetation by the use of fire within 
the Park is a political issue for managers. The information 
provided by the fuel inventory and subsequent fire models will 
help the manager defend a decision to use fire within the Park 
for vegetation manipulations. 
The information on fuel loads and a way of predicting 
fire behavior is important to the decision-making process. To 
assess the vegetative change given different fire 
prescriptions, it must be possible to approximate fire 
behavior given different sets of environmental conditions . 
The custom fuel models can be used to analyze many different 
environmental conditions to predict the amount of vegetative 
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change that will occur. 
Community types contained within a particular fuel type 
association contain different amounts and species of plants. 
It is important to look at the whole set of species within a 
fuel type association before a particular fire prescription is 
used. The way the species within the association respond to 
fire may vary greatly . Careful planning should be done to 
ensure that after the fire the plant community fits within the 
goals of the manipulation . 
The incorporation of the fuel loads and predicted fire 
behavior into a GIS environment allows for easy extraction of 
information pertaining to fire management or planning. This 
feature will allow a user to pick a point of ignition and 
month of ignition and recei ve predicted fire behavior for a 
typical day in the given month. This can also be useful in 
fire suppression activities as the ignition point can be 
located and suppression activities can be planned based on a 
quick estimation of behavior. Most wildfires do not occur 
during average days, and thus the custom fuel model is also an 
attribute. After quickly looking at the model number, the 
fire manager can run BEHAVE with the current environmental 
conditions and produce a prediction of fire behavior. The 
speed at which the information can be extracted and used in 
the GIS environment allows fire personnel to respond more 
quickly and with better information as to the behavior of the 
fire. 
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To f ac i li ta te a better planning process , it would be 
useful to add a simulation model to predict direction of fire 
spread . Fire spread could be predicted for a given point 
based on slope, aspect, elevation, and wind direction. A 
vector based on wind direction could be formed and then 
analysis of the slope, aspect, and elevation of the points 
within the cone could be done. This would allow for the 
prediction of fire spread direction and new fire behavior 
predictions. Also, it would be easily and graphically 
displayed in a GIS environment. 
Another useful addition would be a model to predict 
forest cover change after a fire. This could be based on the 
multiple successional pathway models for each habitat type, 
and the intensity that a fire burned or is predicted to burn. 
Betz (1993) linked the data set produced in this project to 
LANDSIM. LANDSIM is a program which incorporates many of the 
elements of the vital attributes dynamic forest succession 
model. It will predict change over time with different fire 
recurrence patterns. The model uses habitat types as its link 
to the change prediction. 
The combination of the two previous additions would 
provide an important prescribed fire planning tool. For 
instance, one could select an ignition point and then test a 
variety of scenarios. Based on the predictions of the model 
at different wind speeds, wind directions, and other 
environmental factors, the planner would be able to select the 
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appropriate burn window that would produce the desired 
vegetative change . Each scenario could be graphically 
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ARNO/STCO COMMUNITY TYPE fUEL DATA 
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LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
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SOUND 3-6 
SOUND 6-10 
SOUND 10-20 · 
SOUND 20+ 















































































13 . l 
24,8 
0.0 






























AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
SLOPE 5.1 4 . 0 8.0 1.50 
ASPECT 244.0 
ELEVATION 7642 7460 7860 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 l. 5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 






83.5 413.1 579.9 2290.4 2336.2 0.0 0.0 5703.1 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
35.3 13. 3 25.4 12.5 

































ERCO/ ELSA COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACR E 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 
------------------------ - ------ --- -- ------------------ ---------


























































































































0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.0 


















0 . 103 
0.007 


















TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITI ONS 










LIVE AND DEAD 
SIZE CLASS IN 





7 .0 2 
SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
CENTIMETERS 
1.5-2 2-3 3-5 
424.2 459.4 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
5+ TOTAL 
0.0 1837.0 
0.0 15 . 1 
46.9 489.5 432.0 424.2 459.4 0.0 0.0 1852.1 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
17.6 17.3 3.0 2. 9 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 







FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE ) I 0-. 5CM 
4 65. 4 502 .3 
3 . 7 3.8 





. 5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
797.5 71. 7 1371.6 
7.7 0.0 11. 4 




ARTR/ATCA COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
fUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACRE 























----- ---- - --- -- ------------
FINES 1366 827 12.l 0.153 
1-3 1632 2535 31.1 0.183 
LESS THAN 3 2998 2980 19.9 0. 336 
------ ----------- ----------- - - -----------------
3+ TOTAL 2499 7109 56.9 0.280 
SOUND 3-6 0 0 0.0 0.000 
SOUND 6-10 0 0 0.0 0.000 
SOUND 10-20 0 0 0.0 0.000 
SOUND 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 
3+ SOUND TOTAL 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 3-6 1068 1600 30.0 0.120 
ROTTEN 6-10 0 0 0.0 0 . 000 
ROTTEN 10-20 1431 7153 100.0 0.160 
ROTTEN 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 





10 96 24 49 31. 6 
0.016 
0.123 
























23 . 1 
0.0 




0 . 044 



































AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
-- --------- ---- -----------------------------
8. 0 8.0 8.0 0 . 00 
130.0 
6752 6740 6800 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
0 . 0 19.7 68.8 234.2 488.6 970.7 2003.4 3785.5 
14.0 231.9 299.9 188 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 733.8 
14 .0 251.6 368.7 422.2 488.6 970.7 2003.4 4519.2 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
21. 4 18.3 22.3 9 . 9 









FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.SCM 
698.2 1030 .2 
191. 1 225 . 1 
889.4 1255.3 
ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG. DIA 
133 4. 4 7 
AVG.HT . FT 
FOR SHRUBS 
STEM WT. 
. 5-2CM 2 +CM TOT STM 
1133.1 923.9 3087.3 
317.5 0.0 542 . 6 




JUAR/ CARO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 





















-- --- - . --------------------
FINES 
1-3 































































































































0 . 000 













AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
5.0 5.0 5.0 0.00 
130. 0 
7 913 7910 7920 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1. 5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
. ---------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 













CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG. DIA 






LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 
0 . 0 
0 
INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
STEM WT. 
0-.5CM . 5-2CM 2+CM 






POTR/PSME COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 













3+ SOUND TOTAL 
ROTTEN 3-6 
ROTTEN 6-10 
ROTTEN 10- 20 
ROTTEN 20+ 







































































1 .69 9 
0.000 
2.536 






























































7 . 150 
61 
62 
TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITION S 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
---------- --- --- --- - - ------- -- -- --- --
SLOPE 2 9 . 3 4. 0 50.0 18.08 
ASPECT 130.0 
ELEVATION 67 52 6740 6800 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0- . 5 .5- l 1-1. 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
JUNIPER 0.0 0.0 68.1 559.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 628.0 
SNOWBERRY 78 . 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 78.5 
HUCKLEBERRY 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 10.3 
ROSE 15.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.7 
OREGON-GRAPE 29.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.0 
------------------------------------------ -- ---- - ----------- . 
TOTAL 133.5 0 . 0 68.1 559.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 761.4 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
8.6 3.2 6.3 7.2 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 



















FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.SCM 
253.0 130.3 
32 . 6 45 . 8 
3.4 6.9 
7.0 8 . 7 
























PIPO/PIPO CO!V!MUNITY TYPE WITHIN PSME AND ABCO S ER I ES FUEL DATA 







LESS THAN 3 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 

































































































































0 . 443 
1.141 
0.077 
0 . 143 
0 . 943 




























AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD - DEV 
17.9 









SIZE CLASS IN 
. 5-1. 1-1 . 5 
0.0 0 . 0 
254 . 3 539.2 528.8 
7.3 13.3 7.0 
0.0 8 . 8 27.7 
75.6 12 . 8 0.0 
39.3 45 . 8 5 . 6 
0.7 0.0 0.0 
29. 1 0.0 0.0 
27.4 67.5 77 . 8 
435.0 687 . 4 646.8 
4 3. 0 
8680 
12.82 
SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
CENTIMETERS 
1.5-2 2-3 3-5 
0 . 0 0.0 0.0 
364. 7 519.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
115 .1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
51. 3 0.0 0.0 
531.1 519.1 0.0 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
18.8 7 .9 2.8 4 . 3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
5+ TOTAL 





0 . 0 90.7 
0.0 0.7 
0.0 29.1 
0.0 223. 9 
0 . 0 28 19.4 
CU- FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
408 7 . 34 12 '11 11. 33 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT . FT 
----------------- - -- ---- ----------
OF 166 2. 76 
pp 109 4.43 
TOTAL 274 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM . 5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
SERVICEBERRY 0. 4 0 . 9 0.0 0 .0 0.9 
MANZANITA 198 .6 885.6 1030.5 91. 2 2 007 . 4 
CEANOTHUS 14. 3 9 . 5 3.8 0.0 13 . 3 
JUNIPER 64.l 32.1 55.5 0.0 8 7 .6 
SNOWBERRY 3 4 .9 50.6 3.0 0.0 53.5 
HUCKLEBERRY 23.5 52.6 14.6 0.0 67.2 
ROSE 0. 3 0 4 0 .0 0.0 0 4 
OREGON- GRAPE 23.0 6 . 1 0 0 0 . 0 6. 1 
MEDIUM 62.5 7 5 . 9 85.5 0.0 161. 4 








PI PO/QUGA COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 



























































































































0 . 0 
0 . 0 
28 . 5 
STD- DEV 
1. 18 














3 . 833 
0.033 
1.931 






TOPOGRAPHIC CONDI TI ONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAX ,MUM STD- DEV 
SLOPE 11. 0 5.0 22 . 0 5 . 54 
ASPECT 101 .2 
ELEVATION 6968 6930 7020 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0- . 5 .5- 1 1-1 . 5 1 .5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
SERVICEBERRY 0.0 120.8 372.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 493.3 
MANZANITA 0.0 19.5 0.0 121.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 141.4 








5 . 1 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.8 
194.9 37.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 232.7 
24.2 15 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.1 
10.0 0.0 41. 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51. 5 
10 . 5 84.0 120.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 214.7 
0 . 0 13. 6 80 .8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 94. 4 
608.3 1865.6 1506.6 967.1 3695.2 2504.2 7647.9 18795.0 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
55 . _9 8.0 13.2 4 .3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
31 4.50 0 0.00 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT . FT 
----------------------------------
TOTAL 0 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECI ES (LBS / ACRE) I 0-.5CM .5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
SERVIC EBERRY 80. 1 168.6 244 . 7 0 . 0 413.3 
MANZANITA 11.6 38.8 91. 0 0 .0 129.8 
GAMBEL-OAK 1438 . 9 16076 . 3 0.0 0.0 16076.3 
CEANOTHUS 7 .2 4.6 1.0 0.0 5.6 
SNOWBERRY 91 . 1 132. 7 8.9 0.0 141. 6 
ROSE 14.7 20.9 3.5 0.0 24.4 
OREGON-GRAPE 2 <l. 8 26.7 0 . 0 0.0 26. 7 
MEDIUM 60 . 2 74.6 79.8 0.0 15 <l. 4 
HIGH 20. 4 27 . 7 46.3 0 . 0 73. 9 









LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
PTED/JUO S COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 

















9 . 4 
50.9 
6.6 
16 . 8 
7 .8 



















































































19 . 5 
0 . 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0 
































1 . 486 
67 
TOPOGRAPHIC CONDIT IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
S LOPE l 2. 2 2.0 4S.O 8.8 4 
ASPE CT 11 9. S 
ELEVATION 6862 66S0 7110 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1-1 . 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
GAMBEL-OAK 19.8 4 6. 8 214.9 34.1 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 315.7 
CEANOTHUS 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.6 0.0 68.2 0.0 76.8 
SAGEBRUSH 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.0 18.8 155.4 185.3 
SNOWBERRY 2.7 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.3 
LOW 0 .1 8.8 28 .6 56.1 36.4 0.0 0.0 130.0 
MEDIUM 12.9 87.7 134.3 71. 2 0.0 62.9 0.0 369.0 












44.8 225.1 663.1 332.4 36.4 149.9 269.8 1721.5 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
12.0 8.8 1.5 2.2 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 







FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM 
13.8 301.8 
20. 4 2.2 
33.5 50.2 
2.4 3.9 
29. 3 27.5 
89 .9 102.3 






. 5-2C M 2+CM TOT STM 
0.0 0 . 0 301.8 
3 . 4 50 .8 56 . 4 
49.7 51. 9 151 .8 
1. 1 0.0 4.9 
67.5 5.7 100.7 
142.0 34.9 279.2 
287.5 68.9 518.5 









LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
QUGA/QUGA COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUl'1MARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACRE 









































3+ ROTTEN TOT. 0 
DUFF 
DEAD SHRUB 

































0 . 00 




































14 . 5 
64.6 
43.0 









































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDl T IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
8 . 0 8 . 0 8.0 0 . 00 
130 . 0 
668 3 6680 6690 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENT I METERS 
0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
7.1 32.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.2 
43.2 299.3 214.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 556.8 
50.3 331.4 214.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 · 596.0 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
22.0 3.9 0.5 0 . 7 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 







FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.SCM 
11. 6 20.0 
<13.2 215.8 





.5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
7 . 6 0.0 27.6 
176 . 2 0.0 391 . 9 




PlfL/ABCO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 





























































































































































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDI TIO NS 
AVERAGE MIN I MUM MAXIMUM ST D- DEV 
SLOPE 2 3. 3 9.0 44.0 10.89 
ASPE CT 2 0 8 .6 
ELEVATI ON 8 698 8550 0 8840 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 . 5-1 1-1 . 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 26. 2 128 . 5 98.2 0 . 0 1011.1 1070 . 6 0.0 2334.6 
JUNIPER 13.0 51. 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 64.9 
SNOWBERRY 5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 
HUCKLEBERRY 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 
ROSE 1. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 6 
OREGON-GRAPE 91. 9 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 91. 9 
-------------------- -------------------------------------- -------
TOTAL 147.8 180 . 4 98 . 2 0.0 1011.1 1070.6 0.0 2508.1 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
11. 1 5.6 1.0 1. 4 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 


















FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ ACRE) I 0- . 5CM 
181 . 5 4 5 6 . 1 




72. 6 19 . 3 
304 . 6 500.6 





.5 - 2CM 2+CM 
876 . 3 820 . 7 
6 . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0 . 0 0.0 





20 . 7 
3 . 5 
6.2 
0 . 9 










LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
PS ME/ABCO COMMUNITY TYPE fUEL DATA 
fUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACRE 





















































































































































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDIT IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
SLOPE 2 4 .6 5. 0 40.0 12 .29 
ASPECT 195.7 
ELEVATION 8729 8540 8880 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
JUNIPER 60.3 159 . 3 3 67. 4 531.5 280.8 0.0 0.0 1399.4 
SNOWBERRY 120.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 120.0 
HUCKLEBERRY 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 
OREGON-GRAPE 54.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 54.4 
TOTAL 241.0 159.3 367.4 531.5 280.8 0.0 0.0 1580.1 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
18.0 5.2 0 . 4 2.8 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
349 5.20 1659 10 . 17 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT.FT 
--------------- ------------------
OF 86 5.00 
TOTAL 86 
FIR°£ MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM .5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
JUNIPER 628.5 300.7 4 3 4. 1 36.1 770 . 9 
SNOWBERRY 49 . 9 70.l 0.0 0.0 70.1 
HUCKLEBERRY 2. 1 4.2 0.0 0.0 4. 2 
OREGON-GRAPE 43.0 11. 4 0.0 0.0 11. 4 
TOTAL 723 .5 386.5 434.1 3 6 . 1 856.6 
SIZE CLASS 
APPENDIX A 
POTR/ABCO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 



























































































































































11. 4 6 
75 
76 
TOPOCRAPH IC CONDITI ONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD -DEV 
SLOPE 23.8 5.0 50.0 12. 55 
ASPE CT 15 9.7 
ELEVATION 864 2 8360 8840 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES o-.5 . 5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 0.0 13 . 6 36.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 49.9 
CEANOTHUS 0.0 5.2 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2 
JUNIPER 109.2 182.9 406.9 609.0 929.6 0.0 0.0 2237.5 
SNOWBERRY 47.1 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.2 
HUCKLEBERRY 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 15.9 
ROSE 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 6.3 
ORE-GRAPE 113 . 1 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 113 .1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 291. 7 206 .8 443.3 609.0 929.6 0.0 0.0 2480.3 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
26.8 7.6 6.1 3.0 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG. DIA CU-F T AVG.DIA 
961 5 .8 6 1409 10.76 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT.FT 
---------- ------ ---- -------- - -----
OF 340 2.50 
PP 80 3.00 
TOTAL 420 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECI ES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM .5-2C M 2+CM TOT STM 
MANZANITA 4 .6 19 . 1 2 6. 1 0 . 0 49 . 9 
CEANOTHUS 2 . 6 1. 9 0 . 7 0.0 2.6 
JUNIPER 945.9 481.6 690.5 119. 5 1291 .6 
SNOWBERRY 20.9 30 . 1 1.2 0.0 31. 3 
HUCKLEBERRY 5.3 10.6 0.0 0.0 10.6 
ROSE 2 .8 3.5 0.0 0.0 3.5 
OREGON-GRAPE 89. 4 23.7 0.0 0.0 23.7 








LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
PIPO/PSME COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOAD I NG SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACR E 









































3+ ROTTEN TOT. 3384 
DUFF 
DEAD SHRUB 






































































































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDI TIONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
S LOPE 1 5. 1 2.0 4 6 .0 13.41 
ASPE CT 2 10.5 
ELEVATION 8 5 48 8160 8760 
AVERAGE LIVE ANO DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 . 5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 97. 7 236. 7 137.5 384 . 3 708.8 1504.7 0 . 0 3069 . 6 
CEANOTHUS 2.7 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 
JUNIPER 51. 8 118. 2 203.3 47.3 414 .7 0.0 0.0 835.2 
SNOWBERRY 158.8 7.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 166. 7 
HUCKLEBERRY 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.9 
ROSE 1. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 4 
ORE-GRAPE 26 . 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 6. 1 
MEDIUM 14.4 45.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 59.5 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 368.8 407 . 9 340.7 431.5 1123.5 1504.7 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
20.1 4 . 0 4.7 2.9 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
0 . 0 4177.l 
CU-FT AVG. DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
406 6 . 60 181 9.00 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT . FT 
----------------------------------
DF 474 3.17 
pp 79 3.83 
TOTAL 553 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM . 5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
MANZANITA 245.2 681.4 1114.8 1028.2 2824.5 
CEANOTHUS 1. 8 0.9 0.0 0 . 0 0.9 
JUNIPER 369.6 183.1 229 .1 53 . 3 465.6 
SNOWBERRY 68.l 96 . 7 1. 9 0.0 98.5 
HUCKLEBERRY 5.3 10.6 0.0 0.0 10.6 
ROSE 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 
OREGON-GRAPE 20.6 5.5 0.0 0.0 5.5 
MEDIUM 20.0 29. 1 10.3 0.0 39.5 









LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
PIPO/ABCO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACRE 





















































































































































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDIT IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
SLOPE 22.6 3.0 43. 0 l 1 . 4 9 
ASPECT 1 87. 4 
ELEVATION 8690 8460 8920 
AVERAGE LI VE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
S IZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1-1 . 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
SERV.BERRY 4.5 6 .0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.4 
MANZANITA 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 464.7 0.0 464.7 
NINEBARK 11. 8 59.7 130.8 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 202.3 
. CEANO.THUS 13. 3 15.3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 28.5 
SNOWBERRY 41. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 41. 4 
HUCKLEBERRY 17.0 2.3 10 . 9 33.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 63. 3 
ROSE 3. 1 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 
ORE.GRAP E 20.4 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20 .4 
--------- ·------ ---------- --------------------------------- -- ------
TOTAL 111. 5 83.2 141.7 33 .1 0.0 464. 7 0 . 0 834.2 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
8.6 5.5 1. 9 2.8 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
828 6.74 1425 1 0.22 
SMALL TREES 
SPEC IE S TREES/AR CE AVG.HT.FT 
------------ ----- ----------- - -----
OF 36 0 2.58 
TOTAL 360 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECI ES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM .5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
SERV. BERRY 2. 7 6 .2 1. 5 0 . 0 7 .7 
MANZANITA 35.3 60.1 90.2 279.1 42 9. 4 
NINEBARK 51. 9 73.1 77 . 4 0.0 150.4 
CEANOTHUS 16. 4 10.2 2.0 0.0 12.2 
SNOWBERRY 17.2 24.2 0.0 0 . 0 2 4 .2 
HUCKLEBERRY 11.9 25.0 26.4 0.0 51. 4 
ROSE 1. 4 1. 7 0.0 0 .0 1.7 
OREGON-GRAPE 16.1 4.3 0.0 0.0 4.3 
TOTAL 152.9 204 . 7 197. 5 279.1 681.3 
SIZE CLASS 
APPENDI X A 
POTR/PIPO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS /ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 




























































15447 43.7 1.773 
2641 53.1 0 . 249 
6551 61. 2 0.536 
10698 100 . 0 0.536 
0 0 . 0 0.000 
9585 3 6. 4 1.322 
0 0.0 0.000 
0 0.0 0.000 
9006 100.0 0.451 
0 0.0 0.000 





13 24 57.7 
2.563 
0 . 001 
























57 . 7 
100.0 
100 . 0 
100 . 0 
100 . 0 
5.343 
0 . 028 
0.058 
0.002 
0 . 001 
0.003 
0 . 006 
---------- --- --------------- --- ------------------ ---- ----------





AVERAGE MIN . MAX. STD- DEV 
---- ---------------------------------- - --- -- - - ----
0.63 
7.90 





2 . 60 
--------------------------------------- --- - -- -----
81 
TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITI ONS 
AVERAGE MINI MUM MAXIMUM STD DEV 
SLOPE 3 1. 0 20.0 '10 .0 7. 9q 
ASPECT 228 .0 
ELEVATI ON 8392 8120 8760 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1- 1 . 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ 
JUNIPER 0.0 0.0 90.1 189.l 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 
SNOWBERRY 205.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 




3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29.8 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
248.9 0.0 90.1 189.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
17.5 2.5 14.7 7. 6 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 









FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 














SPECIES (LBS/ACR E) I 0-.5CM .5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
JUNIPER 117. 3 58.8 103 . 1 0.0 161 . 9 
SNOWBERRY 85. q 120.1 0.0 0 . 0 120 .1 
HUCKLEBERRY 3.3 6 . 7 0 . 0 0.0 6. 7 
ROSE 1. 6 2.0 0 .0 0. 0 2.0 
OREGON-GRAPE 23.5 6.2 0.0 0.0 6. 2 









LESS THAN 3 
APPENDfX A 
POTR/POTR COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN- DRY POUNDS/ACRE 































3+ TOTAL 6361 8845 69.5 0. 713 
SOUND 3-6 3415 3171 46. 4 0.383 
SOUND 6-10 1685 3369 100.0 0 .189 
SOUND 10-20 0 0 0.0 0.000 
SOUND 20'+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 
3+ SOUND TOTAL 5100 6367 62.4 0. 572 
ROTTEN 3-6 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 6-10 1261 2522 100 . 0 0.141 
ROTTEN 10-20 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 
3+ ROTTEN TOT. 1261 2522 100.0 0.141 
DUFF 34031 3 . . 814 



















































0 . 147 
0.012 






TOPOGRAPHIC CONDJTJ ONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
SLOPE 13. 3 5 . 0 20 .0 7.89 
ASP ECT 270.0 
ELEVATION 8438 8350 8480 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZ E CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SP ECIES 0- . 5 .5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
JUNIPER 69.5 242.9 534.2 672.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1518.8 
HUCKLEBERRY 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 
ORE.GRAPE 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.9 
TOTAL 77.5 242.9 534.2 672.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1526.9 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
20.3 5.9 19.0 8.3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG. DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
204 4.60 67 6.00 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG. HT.FT 
----------------------------------
OF 225 4.20 
pp 75 4.00 
TOTAL 300 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS /ACRE) I 0- . 5CM .5-2C M 2+CM TOT STM 
JUNIPER 733.0 326.2 459 .6 0.0 785.8 
HUCKLEBERRY 0. 4 0.7 0.0 0.0 0 . 7 
OREGON-GRAPE 5.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 
TOTAL 738.9 328.4 459.6 0 .0 788.0 
SIZE CLASS 
APPENDIX A 
POTR/PIPU COMMUNITY TYPE fUEL DATA 
fUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-ORY POUNDS/ACRE 

































































































































































TOPOCRAPHIC CONDIT IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
17 .5 5.0 32.0 13.08 
170.0 
8358 83 2 0 8 400 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
0-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 
195.2 540.8 214.0 1805.5 0 . 0 0.0 
13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11. 7 24.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5+ TOTAL 
0.0 27 55. 5 
0.0 13. 6 
0.0 36.6 
---------------- --- ----- -- --------------------
TOTAL 220.5 565.7 214.0 1805.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2805.7 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
30.0 8.4 14 . 8 8.3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 











FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM 
1327 . 2 579.0 
4 . 5 9.1 
22 . 4 14 . 2 
1354 . l 602.3 
AVG.HT . FT 
FOR SHRUBS 
STEM WT. 
. 5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
849 . 3 0 . 0 1428.3 
0 . 0 0 . 0 9.1 
0.0 0 . 0 14.2 




PifL/PIPO COMMUNITY TYPE fUEL DATA 
fUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR 








































3+ TOTAL 25455 3 67 4 9 34.0 2.853 
SOUND 3-6 1194 3200 63.2 0.134 
SOUND 6-10 2842 8485 70.4 0.319 
SOUND 10-20 6374 15689 58.0 0. 71. 4 
SOUND 20+ 5592 23727 100.0 0.627 
3+ SOUND TOTAL 16002 35966 53.0 1.794 
ROTTEN 3-6 453 1450 75 .5 0.051 
ROTTEN 6-10 2052 5671 65,1 0.230 
ROTTEN 10-20 3840 8970 55.1 0.430 
ROTTEN 20+ 3108 13186 100.0 0.348 
3+ ROTTEN TOT. 9453 17527 43.7 1.060 
---------------------------------------------------------------
DUFF 19864 2.226 
DEAD SHRUB 297 785 4 4 .1 . 0.033 
- . . 
DEADFUEL LOAD 53560 52383 23.1 6.003 
LIVE HERBS 76 102 31. 6 0.009 
LIVE SHRUB 3383 8066 39.7 0.379 
TREE NEEDLES 84 160 45.0 0.009 
0-25 38 72 44.8 0.004 
.25+ 142 281 4 6. 7 0.016 
TOTAL TREE 2 64 513 45.9 0 .030 
---------------------------------------------------------------




















AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD - DEV 
SLOPE 2 3. 4 2.0 40.0 11 .93 
ASPECT 168. 9 
ELEVATION 8388 7850 8870 
AVERAGE LIVE A.ND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES o-.s .5-1 1-1 .S 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 170 . 9 541.2 385.2 490.7 764.5 325.5 0 .0 2 67 8. 1 
CEANOTHUS 2.9 39.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.8 
JUNIPER 83.2 47.5 49.1 0.0 115.2 0.0 0.0 294.9 
SNOWBERRY 85 . 8 4. 4 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 90.2 
HUCKLEBERRY 10.9 9.4 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.3 
ORE-GRAPE 20.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.9 
LOW 2 . 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 2.4 
MEDIUM 30.9 104.6 33.2 0.0 360.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 529. 7 . 
TOTAL 408.0 747.1 340 .7 490.7 1240.6 325.5 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
16.7 4. 9 4. 4 3 . 3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
0.0 3679.4 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
641 7. 78 505 9.36 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/A RCE AVG.HT.FT 
---- ------------- ------ --- ----- ---
OF 83 4 .9 0 
pp so 5.00 
TOTAL 133 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS/ACRE) I 0-.SC M . 5- 2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
MANZANITA 228. 1 886.S 1233.7 329.8 2450.0 
CEANOTHUS 21. 9 15 . 7 5.2 0.0 20.9 
JUNIPER 164 . S 57.8 57.8 14.8 130. 5 
SNOWBERRY 36.8 52.3 1.0 0 . 0 53.3 
HUCKLEBERRY 5.6 12.3 2.4 0.0 14.7 
OREGON-GRAPE 16.5 4.4 0 . 0 0.0 4 . 4 
LOW 1 .2 1.3 0.0 0.0 1 .3 
MEDIUM 117 . 0 133.7 222.4 56.6 412.7 
TOTAL 591 . 6 1164.1 1522.5 401.3 3087.8 
SIZE CLASS 
APPENDIX A 
PIFL/PS ME COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-D RY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 
-------------- -- - -- ------ - ------- -- -- ---- ------------ ---------









































































































































54 . 6 
47 . 9 


















AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
S LOPE 25.0 5.0 50.0 12 . 39 
ASPECT 223.2 
ELEVATION 8581 8<130 8680 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 . 5-1 1-1. 5 1.5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 68.2 71. 5 1<19.8 569.8 992.7 0.0 0.0 1852.0 
CEANOTHUS 2.4 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 
JUNIPER 312.4 337.7 205 . 4 182.0 182.0 0 . 0 0.0 1219.4 
SNOWBERRY 62.9 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.1 
HUCKLEBERRY 26.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 26.6 
ROSE 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 
ORE-GRAPE 41. 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41. 7 
TOTAL 517.3 416.3 355.2 751.7 1174 . 8 0.0 0.0 3215.4 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HE°RBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
20 .6 3 . 9 1. 8 1.1 
3+ VOLUME ANO DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 





















FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5C M 
149.8 457.3 
1. 6 0 .8 
718.5 24 4. 1 
28.1 40.3 
8 . 9 17. 7 
1. 4 1. 8 
32.9 8 . 7 







.5-2C M 2+CM 
1070 . 5 174. 4 
0.0 0.0 
233.4 23 .4 
1. 7 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0 . 0 0.0 


















LESS THAN 3 
APPENDIX A 
JUSC/PIPO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 


















































































































27 . 3 
15.5 
































TOPOGRAPHIC CONDIT IONS 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
SLOPE 13.4 2 . 0 55.0 12.25 
ASPECT l S 1. 7 
ELEVATION 7945 7680 8370 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
SPECIES 0-.5 .5-1 1-1 . 5 1. 5-2 2-3 3- 5 5+ TOTAL 
MANZANITA 97.0 337 . 7 503 . 8 530.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1468.5 
GAMBEL-OAK 16.7 42.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.2 
CEANOTHUS 15.5 66.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.2 
SNOWBERRY 10.3 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 
HUCKLEBERRY 1,7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.b 0.0 1. 7 
ORE-GRAPE 20.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.7 
LOW 5.2 65.9 3 4. 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 105.4 
MEDIUM 29.8 187.3 218.5 189.9 332.5 188.4 0.0 1146.3 
------------------------- ------------------------------------------
TOTAL 196.9 700.0 756.6 719. 8 332.5 188.4 0.0 2894.2 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
----------------------------------------
19.9 6.7 10.4 6.9 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 
CU-FT AVG.DIA CU-FT AVG.DIA 
-----------------------------------------------
314 8.50 7 63 11. 94 
SMALL TREES 
SPECIES TREES/ARCE AVG.HT.FT 
---------------------- - -----------
pp 173 3.64 
TOTAL 173 
FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA FOR SHRUBS 
LEAF WT. I STEM WT. 
SPECIES (LBS/ACRE) I 0 -. 5CM .5-2CM 2+CM TOT STM 
MANZANITA 132.7 558.3 777.5 0.0 1335.8 
GAMBEL-OAK 2.4 56.8 0.0 0.0 56.8 
CEANOTHUS 43.6 30.0 8 . 7 0.0 38.6 
SNOWBERRY 4 . 3 6.0 0 . 0 0.0 6.0 
HUCKLEBERRY 0.6 1.1 0 . 0 0.0 1. 1 
OREGON-GRAPE 16.3 4. 3 0.0 0.0 4 . 3 
LOW 32.7 40.9 31. 8 0.0 72.7 
MEDIUM 249.7 271.2 468.7 156.7 896.6 
TOTAL 482.2 968.7 1286.6 156.7 2412.0 
SIZE CLASS 
APPENDIX A 
NULL/PfPO COMMUNITY TYPE FUEL DATA 
FUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 
AVERAGE STD-DEV %ERROR KG/SQ-M 






































3+ TOTAL 3336 7591 86.0 0.374 
SOUND 3-6 667 1200 68.0 0.075 
SOUND 6-10 0 0 0.0 0.000 
SOUND 10-20 2669 7062 100.0 0.299 
SOUND 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 
3+ SOUND TOTAL 3336 7591 86.0 0.374 
ROTTEN 3-6 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 6-10 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 10-20 0 0 0.0 0.000 
ROTTEN 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 
3+ ROTTEN TOT. 0 0 0.0 0.000 
----------------------------------------------------------------
DUFF 778 0.087 
DEAD SHRUB 311 579 49.7 0.035 
------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
DEADFUEL LOAD 6998 11622 62.8 0 .78 4 
LIVE HERBS 196 195 37.7 0.022 
LIVE SHRUB 2214 4171 S0.4 0.248 
TREE NEEDLES 99 215 81. 9 0.011 
0-25 45 97 81. 3 0 .00 5 
.25+ 166 382 87.1 0 . 019 
TOTAL TREE 311 695 84 . 5 0.035 
----------------------------------------------------------------





AVERAGE MIN. MAX . STD-DEV 


























TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITION S 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD-DEV 
15 .0 5.0 58.0 19. 10 
202.9 
8021 7650 8560 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN . CENTI.METERS 
o-.5 .5-1 1-1.5 1. 5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
22.9 128.7 0.0 400.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 552.2 
24. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.4 
4. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 
25.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.9 
3.8 124.5 121. 7 99.5 257.0 0.0 0.0 606.5 
78.1 79.8 85.7 448.4 620.2 0.0 0.0 1312.3 
159.2 333.0 207.4 948.5 877.2 0.0 0.0 2525.3 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
17 .1 13.9 5.2 6.3 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 









FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM 
46.7 187 . 0 
10 . 1 14 .2 









0.0 0 . 0 





OREGON-GRAPE 20.5 5.4 0.0 0.0 5 . 4 
LOW 141.4 148.9 276.0 40.l 465.l 
MEDIUM 280.3 290.6 644.0 97 . 3 1032.0 
TOTAL 500.8 648.4 1238.6 137. 5 2024.5 
APPENDIX A 
PIPO/PIPO COM:MUNITY TYPE WITHIN P l PO SERIES fUEL DATA 
fUEL LOADING SUMMARY 
LOADING IN OVEN-DRY POUNDS/ACRE 























FINES 5838 4760 16.0 0.654 
1-3 2576 5356 40.8 0.289 
LESS THAN 3 8414 7787 18.2 0.943 
---------------------------------------------------- -----------
3+ TOTAL 16215 42586 51. 5 1. 817 
SOUND 3-6 2205 3694 32.9 0.247 
SOUND 6-10 1845 5712 60.7 0.207 
SOUND 10-20 3053 11026 70.8 0.342 
SOUND 20+ 6462 32950 100.0 0. 724 
3+ SOUND TOTAL 13565 42064 60.8 1. 520 
ROTTEN 3-6 489 1472 59.0 0.055 
ROTTEN 6-10 457 1634 70.2 0.051 
ROTTEN 10-20 1704 6201 71. 4 0. 191 
ROTTEN 20+ 0 0 0.0 0.000 





643 2034 43.9 



























48 . 2 
47 . 9 
50.5 








--------------------------·------------- ---- --------- ---- -------




























TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITION S 
AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD- DEV 
'.). 9 2.0 10.0 2. 1 0 
100. 4 
7743 7640 8010 
AVERAGE LIVE AND DEAD SHRUB FUEL LOADINGS 
SIZE CLASS IN CENTIMETERS 
0-.5 .5-1 1-1 . 5 1. 5-2 2-3 3-5 5+ TOTAL 
0.6 2.8 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 
4.2 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 
6.8 167.2 174.2 213. 5 414,8 0.0 0.0 976. 5 
2.7 69.7 172. 7 300.8 332.9 478.6 0.0 1357.4 
14.2 239.7 346.9 514.3 747.6 478.6 0.0 2341.4 
PERCENTAGE ESTIMATES 
SHRUB HERBS 
%COVER %DEAD %COVER %DEAD 
17 . 7 14 . 9 11.1 7 . 8 
3+ VOLUME AND DIAMETER 
SOUND ROTTEN 









FIRE MODELING INPUT DATA 
LEAF WT. I 
(LBS/ACRE) I 0-.5CM 
1.0 1. 9 





. 5-2CM 2+CM 
0.5 0 . 0 
TOT STM 
2.4 
OREGON-GRAPE 3.3 0.9 0 . 0 0.0 0.9 
LOW 223. 9 229.8 458.0 64 . 8 752.5 
MEDIUM 255.6 246 . 0 537 .9 317.9 1101.8 





FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 









0 . 90 
1.89 
0.05 
1 . 04 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 7 . 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 




IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/ SQFT) 


















STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 
WIND, MI/H 4. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE SLOPE, % 
VARIABLE 2. 20. 
-----------------
ROS (FT / M) 9. 9. 
FL (FEET) 4. 4. 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M) 3891. 3891. 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 874. 874. 














STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 
S 87 + + 02 
p + 
R 
E 72 + + 
A + * 
D + * 
58 + + * 
R * X X 
A + * X 
T 43 + + * X 
E + * X 
+ * X X 
29 + + * X 
F + * * X 
T + * X X 
I 14 + + + X X 
M + X X 
+ X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
13 + 
F 
L 11 + 
A 
M 
E 8.9 + 
L 
E 6. 6 + 
N 
G 
T 4.4 + 
H 
+ 







+ * X 






+ * * X X 








+ * * 
* * X 
* * X X 
* X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 









STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
















* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 






















* + X 
.0 0 +---------+------. 23 +-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 
SLOPE, % 20. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 













IR (BTU/SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 





















$TACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS . 1 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 













S/V RATIOS, 1 / FT 
1 HR 
LIVE HERB 







HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT /M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 














STACT IC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 
S 93 + 
p 
R 
E 78 + + 
A + 
D + 
62 + + * 
R * 
A + * X 
T 47 + + * X 
E + * X 
+ * X 
31 + + * * X X 
F + * X 
T + * X X 
I 16 + + + X X 
M + X X 


















. 00 x--x----- - +-- ---- ---+--·---- ---+ ------- --+---------+-------- -+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
$TACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FlIBL TYPE ASS . 1 
14 + 
F 
L 12 + 
A 
M 
















+ * X 





+ * * 
+ * X X 







+ + * 
+ * * 
* * 
* X X X 
* X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9 . 0 12 15 18 

























24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
'* + X 
I* + X 
















. 23 + 
BY: WIGHT 
X 
. 00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 12. 
LIVE HERB FM 79. 
LIVE WOODY FM 95. 
SLOPE, % 20. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT /M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M ) 
H/A (BTU/SQ FT) 


















STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT /M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 




























STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 





























+ * X X 








+ * X X 
+ * X 
+ * * X 
* X 
* X X 
X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
14 + 
F 
L 12 + 
A 
M 
E 9. 6 + 
L 
E 7.2 + 
N 
G 















+ * * 
+ * X X 








+ * * 
* 
* * X X X 
* * X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+--·-------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6 . 0 9 . 0 12 15 18 










STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
















* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
'* + 
' * + 
+* + 


























.00 +---------+--- ------ +---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 78. 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 
SLOPE, % 20. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQ FT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQF T) 


















STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS . 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 7 8. 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 
WIND, MI /H 4 . 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE SLOPE, % 
VARIABLE 2. 20. 
-----------------
ROS (FT / M) 9. 9. 
FL (FEET) 4. 4. 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 3807. 3807. 
H/A (BTU/ SQFT) 855. 855. 














STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 
S 90 + + 02 
p + 
R 
E 75 + + 
A + 
D + * 
60 + + * 
R * X X 
A + * X 
T 45 + + * * X 
E + * X 
+ * X X 
30 + + * X 
F + * X 
T + * X X 
I 15 + + + X X 
M + X X 
+ X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
13 + 
F 
L 11 + 
A 
M 
E 9. 0 + 
L 
E 6. 7 + 
N 
G 










+ * X 





+ * * 
+ * X X 








+ * * 
* * X 
* X X 
* * X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 










STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS . 1 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
P.. * + X 
D !*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
BY: WIGHT 
* + X 
.00 +---------+------.23+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQ FT 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
SLOPE , % 20. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 








FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 



















STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
WIND, MI/H 4. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/Q PR 







FIRE SLOPE, % 
VARIABLE 2. 20. 50. 
-------- --- ------
ROS (FT / M) 9. 10. 14. 
FL (FEET) 4. 4. 5. 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 3849. 3849. 3849. 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 865. 865. 865. 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 133. 144. 204. 
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$TACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 
S 96 + + 02 
p + 
R 
E 80 + + 
A + 
D + * 
64 + + * 
R * X 
A + * X X 
T 48 + + * X 
E + * * X 
+ * X X 
32 + + * X 
F + * X 
T + * X X 
I 16 + + + X X 
M + X X 
+ X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3 . 0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
$TACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
14 + 
F 
L 12 + 
A 
M 
E 9.3 + 
L 
E 7 .0 + 
N 
G 










+ * X 





+ * * 
+ * X X 








+ * * 
* * X 
* X X 
* * X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 










STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
















* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 
I* + X 























.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 
STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 








MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









IR (BTU/ SQFT /M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
















STACTIC 24. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
WIND, MI / H 10. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE SLOPE, % 
VARIABLE 2. 20. 
-----------------
ROS (FT/M) 51. 52. 
FL (FEET) 11. 11. 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 5118. 5118. 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 1150. 1150. 














STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
S 116 + 
p 
R 






T 58 + 
E * 
* + 
39 + * + 
F * + X 
T + + X X 
I 19 + * + X X 
M + X X 









+ X 14 
* + X 




. 00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 










E 7. 8 + 
N 
G 













* * + 
* + 
* + + 
* + X X 
* + X 





* + + 04 
* * + 
* + + 
+ + 
X X 14 
X X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STACTIC 24 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE ASS. 1 
S 360 * +X 
BY: WIGHT 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X .23 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 





FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDI CTI ONS FOR MAY 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL F OR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 








2 . 52 
0 . 77 
1.61 
0.06 
0. 7 9 








1 75 6. 
OTHER 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE , % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 7 . 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122 . 
SLOPE, % 20. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQ FT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
STATI C 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 























4. 10 . 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 













ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQ FT) 























23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 
+ + 02 
p + 
R 
E 112 + + 
A + 
D + * 07 
89 + * 
R + * X 14 
A + * X 
T 67 + + * X 
E + * X 
+ * * X X 
45 + + * X 
F + * X X 
T + * * X 
I 22 + + * X X 
M + + X X 
+ X X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
1 7 + 
F 
L 14 + 
A 
M 
E 12 + 
L 
E 8.6 + 
N 
G 










+ * * 







+ * * 
+ * * X 
+ * X X 
* * X X 















X X 14 



















.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
I* + X 

















* . 22 + X 
+---------+---------+-·--------+----- --- -+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 





















1 756 . 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 




10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 
SLOPE, % 20. 
ROS (FT/M) 
FL (FEE T ) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU / SQFT) 
FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
STATIC 23 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 

























+ X X X 
+ 
+ 
+ * * 
+ * X 




















































X X 14 
. 00 x -- x - - - - -- +----- - - - - +- --- - - --- +---------+--- - - - -- - +--- - -- - - -+ 
.00 3 . 0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MI DF LAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
112 
APPENDIX B 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
18 + 
F 










* * 06 
E 12 + + * * + X 14 
L 
E 8.9 + 
N 
G 













+ * * 
+ * X 
* X X 
X 
+ * * X X X 
+ * X X 
* * X X 
* X X 
X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D !*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* . 22 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+ - --------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 23 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 2. 4. 10. 
10 HR FM 











ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU / SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU / SQFT) 
FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
STATIC 23 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 

































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU / SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 
S 152 + 
p 
R 











I 25 + 
M + + 




































































.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
18 + 
F 
L 15 + 
A 
M 
E 12 + 
L 
E 9.2 + 
N 
G 



















+ * * X 
+ * * X X 
* X X 















X X 14 
.00 +---------+---------+-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D I*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* .22 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+------ ---+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQ FT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. -----------------
100 HR FM 14. ROS (FT /M) 
LIVE HERB FM 78. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 20. FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 











ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BT'U/FT / S) 
S 138 










T 69 + 
E 
+ 
46 + + 
F + * 
T + * X 
I 23 + + * X X 
M + + X X 

































0 . 00825 
1 . 12 

























.00 x--x------+----- - ---+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6 . 0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
18 + 
F 
L 15 + 
A 
M 
E 12 + 
L 
E 8. 8 + 
N 
G 



















+ * * X 
+ * * X X 
* X X 















X X 14 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9 . 0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E ! * + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* .22 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+--·-------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQ FT 
117 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATI C 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 2. 
7. 
4. 
4. 10 . 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
SLOPE, % 20. 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 










0. 7 9 




















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LI VE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
WIND, MI / H 4. 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 
S 146 + 
p 
R 






T 73 + 
E 
+ 
49 + + 
F + * 
T + * X 
I 24 + + * X X 
M + + X X 



















































X X 14 
.00 x--x------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3 . 0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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E 9. 0 + 
N 
G 











+ * X 








+ * * X 
* * X X 















X X 14 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* .22 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 

























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 
EXT MOI STURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 







10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
SLOPE, % 20. 
ROS (FT/M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT /S ) 
STATIC 23. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 




























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
WIND, MI/H 4. 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 





























* + + X 























































.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
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STATIC 23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
19 + 
F 











+ + 06 
E 13 + X 14 * * + + 
* + + X X X 
L * + X X 
E 9. 7 + * + + X X 
N * + X X 
G * + + X X 
































. 0 0 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 
23 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 2 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 




























.22 + X 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 






IR (BTU/ SQFT /M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQF T) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 






















7 . 14. 
4. 6. 





HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M ) 
H/ A (BTU/SQ FT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT /S ) 
S 148 










T 74 + 
E 
+ 
49 + + 
F + * 
T + * * 
I 25 + + * 
























































X X 14 
.00 x--x---x--x--x---x--+---------+---------+------ ---+ ---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 1 HR 
21 + + 02 
+ + 
F + 
L 17 + + + 
A + * 07 
M + * * 
E 14 + + + * * 
+ * * 
L + * * 
E 10 + + * 
N + * * 
G + * 
T 6.9 + + * 
H + * * 
+ * 
3.4 + * X X X X X X X X 14 
F * X X X X X X 
T X X X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI /H 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
s 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D I*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E I* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* . 20 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+- ------ --+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQ FT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STATI C 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 









0. 7 6 
1 . 55 
0.01 
1. 08 








17 7 7 . 
OTHER 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111 . 
SLOPE, % 15. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/S QFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU / SQFT) 
FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 


































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
















1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
1 00 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 






















E 130 + + 
A + 
D + * 06 
104 + * 
R + * 
A + * 
T 78 + + * * 
E + * 
+ * 
52 + + * 
F + * 
T + * * 
I 26 + + * 
M + + * X X X X X X X 14 
+ + * X X X X X X X 
.0 0 x--x---x--x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 










































+ + + 
+ * * 
+ * * 
+ + + * * 
+ * 
+ * * 
+ + * 
+ * * 
+ * 
+ + * * 
+ * 
+ * 
+ * X X X X X X X X X 
* X X X X X 
X X X X X 
+---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.OD 3.0 6 . 0 9.0 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, 
21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 




































.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 






FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTI ONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 21 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 






















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. ---------- -------
100 HR FM 12. ROS (FT / M) 
LIVE HERB FM 79. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 95. IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQ FT) 
SLOPE , % 15. FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 






















7 . 15. 
5. 6. 
6004. 6004. 




HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
1 00 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT /S ) 
S 167 










T 83 + 
E 
+ 
56 + + 
F + * 
T + * 
I 28 + + * * 
































0.010 4 0 
1. 42 




















* * 08 
X X 14 
.00 x--x---x--x--x---x--+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 1 HR 
22 + + 02 
+ + 
F + 
L 18 + + + 
A + * 08 
M + * * 
E 15 + + + * * 
+ * 
L + * * 
E 11 + + * * 
N + * 
G + * * 
T 7 .3 + + * 
H + * * 
+ * 
3.6 + * X X X X X X X X 14 
F * X X X X X X 
T X X X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 0 0 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* .20 + X 
.OD +---------+---------+-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.DO 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 




LI VE HERB 




0. 0 1 
1.08 





18 7 0. 
190. 
150 0 . 
1 777 . 
OTHER 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. -----------------
100 HR FM 14. ROS (FT / M) 
LIVE HERB FM 78. FL (FEET) 
LI VE WOODY FM 115. IR (BTU/ SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 15. FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
























5916 . 5916 . 
1279. 1279. 
137 . 2 98. 
OTHER 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 















1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
1 0 0 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 7 8. 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 
WIND, MI / H 4. 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL 
152 + 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 






+ * * 
* 
X X X X X 
SLOPE, % 
5. 15. 
13 . 14. 
6. 6. 








































* 0 8 
* 
X X 14 
. 00 x--x---x--x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 










































+ + + 
+ * 
+ * * 
+ + + * 
+ * * 
+ * * 
+ + * * 
+ * 
+ * * 
+ + * 
+ * * 
+ * 
+ * X X X X X X X X 
* X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, 
21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
!*+ X 
+* + X 
! * + X 

















* .20 + 




.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 






FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATIC 21 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATI O 
PR /O PR 





1 .4 2 
FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
SLOPE, % 15. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT /M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / $) 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 











S/V RATIOS, 1/FT 
1 HR 
LIVE HERB 




















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 













ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
1 0 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BT'U/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT /$ ) 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
S 160 + 
p 
R 






T 80 + 
E 
+ 
53 + + 
F + * 
T + * 
I 2 7 + + * * 
M + + * 
+ + * X X X X 
SLOPE, % 
5. 15. 40. 
14. 15. 19. 
6. 6. 7. 
5961. 5961. 5961. 
1288. 1288 . 1288. 














X X X X X X X 
X X 
. 00 x--x---x--x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 







STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 1 HR 
21 + + 02 
+ + 
F + 
L 18 + + + 
A + * 08 
M + * * 
E 14 + + + * * 
+ * 
L + * * 
E 11 + + * * 
N + * 
G + * * 
T 7.1 + + * 
H + * * 
+ * 
3.6 + * X X X X X X X 14 
F * X X X X X X X 
T X X X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* .20 + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 
STATIC 21. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 





LIV E WOODY 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, 
VARIABLE 2. 10. 
-----------------
ROS (FT/M) 11. 81. 
FL (FEET) 6. 16 . 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 7 931 . 7931. 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 1 714. 1714. 
FLI (BTU/ FT/ $ ) 319. 2304. 




























1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIV E HERB FM 60 . 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
WIND, MI /H 10. 








* X X X 
S/V RATIOS, 1 / FT 
1 HR 









HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE SLOPE, % 
VARIABLE 5. 15. 
--- ------- -------
ROS (FT / M) 80. 81. 
FL (FEET) 16. 16 . 
IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 7931 . 7931. 
H/ A (B'.ru/ SQFT) 1714. 1714. 
FLI (BTU/ FT /$ ) 2275. 2304. 






* + X X 
* + + X 
* + X 
* + X X 
* + X 
* + X X 





0 . 01040 
1.42 
























. 00 x--x------+---------+---------+-- --- ----+---------+---------+ 
.00 3 .0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 





STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
23 + 





A * + + 06 
M * + + 
E 15 + * * + X X 10 
* + + X X X 
L * + + X X 
E 12 + * + X X 
N * + + X 
G * + X X 
T 7.7 + * + X X 
H * + X 
* + X 




.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 21 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 3 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T I * + X . 20 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 
























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 




ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 

























45 7 . 457. 




HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 












IR (BTU/SQ FT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 
S 626 + 
p 
R 






































































+ + + * X X X 
+ * * X X X 
+ + * X X X X 
x--x---x--x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
24 + + 02 
+ 
F + 
L 20 + + + 
A + * 07 
M + * * 
E 16 + + * 
+ * * 
L + * 
E 12 + + * * 
N + * 
G + * 
T 8.1 + + * * 
H + * X X X X X X 14 
+ * X X X 
4.1 + + + * X X X X 
F + * X X X 
T X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6 . 0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T t * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .21 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 






F'IRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 6 . 
10 HR FM 8 . 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 




IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (B'I'U/ SQFT) 


















STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 

























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 



























S 64 6 
22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 
+ + 02 
p 
R + 
E 538 + + 
A 
D + * 06 
431 + * 
R + * 
A + 
T 323 + + * 
E * 
+ * 
215 + + * 
F + * * 
T + * X X X 14 
I 10 8 + + + * X X X 
M + * * X X X 
+ + X X X X X 
. 00 x--x---x--x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
25 + + 02 
+ 
F + 
L 21 + + + 
A + * * 06 
M + * 
E 17 + + * * 
+ * 
L + * * 
E 12 + + * 
N + * 
G + * * 
T 8.3 + + * X X X 14 
H + * X X X 
+ * X X X X 
4.1 + + + * X X X 
F + * X X X 
T X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6. 0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDS PEED, MI / H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .21 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEfL~VIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. -----------------
100 HR FM 12. ROS (FT/M) 
LIVE HERB FM 79. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 95. IR (BTU/ SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
SLOPE , % 15. FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 













1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 














FLI (BTU/FT /S ) 
STATIC 
670 



































































+ + + * * X X X 
+ * * X X X 
+ + * X X X X 
x--x---x--x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
25 + + 02 
+ 
F + 
L 21 + + + 
A + * 08 
M + * 
E 17 + + * * 
+ * 
L + * * 
E 13 + + * 
N + * * 
G + * 
T 8.4 + + * * 
H + * X X X X X X 14 
+ * X X X 
4.2 + + + * X X X 
F + * X X X 
T X X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+- -- ------+---------+--- ---- --+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .21 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+-------- - +- --- ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 14 . 
LIVE HERB FM 78 . 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 
SLOPE, % 15. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 


















STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT /M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M) 


























STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 
S 658 + 























+ * 08 
+ * 
+ * 
+ + * 
* 
+ * 
+ + * 
+ * 
+ * 
+ + + * * X X X X X X 14 
+ * * X X X 
+ + * X X X X 
x- -x---x-- x--x- --x--+---------+--------- +---------+--- ------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9 . 0 12 15 18 










































+ * * 
+ * 




X X X 














.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
s 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D !*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R I* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F I* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .21 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+-·-- -- ----+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 












1 . 13 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
SLOPE , % 15. 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 











IR (BTU / SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU / SQFT) 
























































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 
1 0 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU / SQFT / M) 












114 + + + * * 
















































X X 14 
.00 
+ + * X X X X 
x--x---x--x--x---x--+--- --- ----+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
25 + + 02 
+ 
F + 
L 21 + + + 
A + * 08 
M + * 
E 17 + + * * 
+ * 
L + * * 
E 13 + + * 
N + * * 
G + * 
T 8.5 + + * * 
H + * X X X X X X 14 
+ * X X X 
4.2 + + + * X X X 
F + * X X X 
T X X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .21 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+--·-------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 2. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 2 . -----------------
100 HR FM 7. ROS (FT / M) 
LIVE HERB FM 60. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 15. FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 22. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 












IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
S 702 














T * + 
I 11 7 + * * + 
M * + + 


































































.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
26 + * 02 
* 
F * 
L 22 + * * 
A * + + 06 
M * + 
E 17 + * + + 
* + 
L * + + 
E 13 + * + 
N * + 
G * + + X 14 
T 8.7 + * + X X X 
H * + X X X 
* + X X X 
4 . 3 + * + + X X X 
F + + X X X 
T X X X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---- - ----+---------+ 
.00 3 . 0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 22 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 4 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * +.21 X 
M * + X 
* + X 
. 00 +---------+---------+ --- ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 
STATIC 25 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 




IR (BTU /SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQF T) 



























1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 
























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 





IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 




























25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 
+ + 02 
p + 
R 
E 411 + + 
A + 
D + * 07 
328 + + * 
R * 
A + * X 14 
T 246 + + * X X 
E + * * X 
+ * X X 
164 + + * X 
F + * X X 
T + * * X 
I 82 + + + * X X 
M + * X X 
+ X X X 
. 00 x --x------+-------- -+ ----- ----+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6 .0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI /H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
+ 02 25 + 
+ + 
F + 
L 21 + + + 
A + * 07 
M + + * * 
E 16 + + * * X X X 14 
+ * * X X 
L + * X X 
E 12 + + * * X X 
N + * X X 
G + * * X 
T 8.2 + + * X X 
H + * X 
+ * X 
4.1 + X X 
F X 
T 
. 00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STAT IC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D I*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .25 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 




IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 















2 680 . 
641. 
1863. 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10 . 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111 . 
WIND, MI / H 4. 
STATIC 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
F IRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQF T) 

































E 419 + + 
A + * 06 
D + * 
335 + + * 
R * 
A + * X 14 
T 251 + + * X X 
E + * X 
+ * X X 
168 + + * X 
F + * * X X 
T + * X 
I 84 + + + * X X 
M + * X X 
+ X X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
+ 02 25 + 
+ + 
F + 
L 21 + + + * 06 
A + * * 
M + + * * 
E 1 7 + + * * X X 14 
+ * X X X 
L + * * X X 
E 13 + + * X X 
N + * X X 
G + * X 
T 8.3 + + * X X 
H + * X 
+ * X 




.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + .25 X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+ - ---- - ----+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 












0 . 73 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 








MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 8. 2. 4. 10. 
10 HR FM 














H/A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 

































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 












IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT /S ) 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 
S 509 + 
p 
R 






T 254 + 
E 
+ 
170 + + 
F + * 
T + * * X 
I 85 + + + * X X 
M + * X X 

















































* * 08 
X 14 
X 
.00 x--x------+---------+-------- -+ ---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI /H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
+ 02 25 + 
+ + 
F + 
L 21 + + + 
A + * * 08 
M + + * * 
E 17 + + * X X X 14 
+ * * X X 
L + * * X X 
E 13 + + * * X X 
N + * X X 
G + * X 
T 8.4 + + * X X 
H + * X 
+ * X 




.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * .25 + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 












0 . 73 










HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 







10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 78. 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 
SLOPE, % 12. 
ROS (F'r/M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 




























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT /M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 
S 495 + 
p 
R 






T 248 + 
E 
+ 
165 + + 
F + * 
T + * * X 
I 83 + + + * X X 
M + * X X 

















































* * 08 
X 14 
X 
. 00 x--x------+------ - - -+----- ----+-------- - +- - - - ---- -+------ - --+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9 . 0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 






































+ + * 
+ * X 
+ * X 
+ + * X X 
+ * X 
+ * X 







* * X X 















.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 
! * + X 
!* + X 
+* + X 
'* + X 
!* + X 
+* + X 
!* + X 
I * + X 
+ * + X 
* . 25 + X 
* + X 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 




FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTI ONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 14. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 58. 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. 
SLOPE, % 12. 
VA.RIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 


















STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 
























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/SQFT/M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 




























25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 
+ + 02 
p + 
R 
E 419 + + 
A + 
D + 
335 + + * * 08 
R * 
A + * X 14 
T 251 + + * X X 
E + * X 
+ * X X 
168 + + * * X 
F + * X X 
T + * * X 
I 84 + + + * X X 
M + * X X 
+ X X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 




































+ + + 
+ * * 08 
+ + * * 
+ + * X X X 14 
+ * * X X 
+ * * X X 
+ + * * X X 
+ * X X 
+ * X 
+ + * X X 
+ * X 
+ * X 
+ X X 
X 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI /H 
25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 





























.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 











0 . 90 
0.03 
0.73 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60 . 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 




IR (BTU/SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 25. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 



































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 













ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 






































25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 
+ * 02 p 
* 
R 
E 443 + * 
A * 
D * 
354 + * + 08 
R + 
A * + + X 14 
T 266 + * + X 
E * + X X 
* + X 
177 + * + + X X 
F ·• + X X 
T * + + X 
I 89 + * * + X X 
M * + X X 
* X X X 
.00 x--x- -- ---+---------+- ---- ----+---------+---------+ -- -------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI /H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 







































* + + 
* + X X 
+ * + X X 
* + X 
* + X 






+ + X 













X X 14 
+---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
25 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 5 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
!* + X 
'* + X 
+* + X 
' * + X 
'* + X 
+* + X 
!* + X 
! * + .25 
+ * + X 
* + X 
* + X 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 
STATI C 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
OTHER LOADS, T / AC 
1 HR 





















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 




0 . 00540 
0.68 
FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 7 . 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 
SLOPE, % 8. 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 












































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 


































E 544 + + 
A + * 07 
D + * 
435 + + * 
R * X 14 
A + * X 
T 326 + + * X X 
E + * X 
+ * X 
218 + + * * X X 
F + * X 
T + * X X 
I 10 9 + + + X X 
M + X X 
+ X X 
.00 x--x-- --- -+---------+- --- ---- - +---------+---- -----+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 




































+ + + * * 07 
+ * •· 
+ + * X 14 
+ + * * X X X 
+ * * X X 
+ * X X 
+ + * * X 
+ * X X 
+ * X X 
+ + * X 
+ * X 




.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 





























. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVI OR PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE 
STl'>TIC 2 6. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
OTHER LOADS, T/ AC 
1 HR 
1 0 HR 




















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 






FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 







10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 
SLOPE , % 8. 
ROS (FT/M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT/S) 





























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
ENVIR ONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
10 0 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LI VE WOODY FM 
WIND, MI / H 
6. 
8. 






ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT ) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 
S 6 7 7 










T 338 + 
E 
+ 
226 + + * 
F + * 
T + * X X 
I 113 + + + X X 
M + X X 





















































. 00 x--x------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
16 0 
APPENDIX B 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 



































+ * 06 
+ + + * 
+ * * 
+ + * * X X 14 
+ + * * X X 
+ * X X 
+ * * X X 
+ + * X X 
+ * X 
+ * X X 
+ + * X 





.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
I* + X 
! * + X 
+* + X 
!* + X 




















.0 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 








MIDFLAME WIND, MI/H 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 










IR (BTU / SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU / SQFT) 
FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
















STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 








1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
























DEPTH , FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU /SQ FT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 





















































+ X X 
+ 





+ * * X 







* * X 
+ * X 




x--x------+---------+----------+---------+---- - ----+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 






STJI.TIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
57 + + 02 
+ + 
F + 
L 48 + + + * 08 
A + * * 
M + + * * X X 14 
E 38 + + * * X X 
+ * X X 
L + * * X X 
E 29 + + * X X 
N + * * X 
G + * X X 
T 19 + + * X 
H + X X 
+ X 
9.5 + X 
F X 
T 
. 00 +- --------+---------+- --- -----+ -- -------+------- --+-- -------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D !*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T 
I 60 
! * + X .24 
+ * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+- ---- ----+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQF T 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTION FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 











0 . 08 
4.45 






19 0 . 
190. 
159 7 . 
DEPTH, FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 
EXT MOIS TURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 




0 . 00540 
0.68 
FIRE MIDFLAME WIND, MI / H 
1 HR FM 8. 
10 HR FM 13. 
100 HR FM 14. 
LIVE HERB FM 78 . 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. 




IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 























































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
DATA 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 
666 






222 + + 
+ * * 
+ * X X 
111 + + + X X 
+ X X 





















































.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STl,TIC 2 6 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
55 + + 02 
+ + 
F + 
L 46 + + + * 08 
A + * * 
M + + * * X X 14 
E 3 7 + + * * X X 
+ * X X 
L + * * X X 
E 28 + + * X 
N + * * X X 
G + * X X 
T 18 + + * X 
H + * X 
+ X X 




.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T I * + X .24 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATIC 26 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 





















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 








1 HR FM 8. Vl,RIABLE 
10 HR FM 14. -----------------
100 HR FM 14. ROS (FT / M) 
LIVE HERB FM 58. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 8. FLI (BTU / FT / S) 
STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 









0 .0 8 
4 . 45 













11501. 11501 . 
2 7 66. 2766. 




HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR /O PR 















1 HR FM 
1 0 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 
S 691 




E 576 + 
A 
D 
4 61 + 
R 
A 
T 345 + 
E 
+ 
230 + + 
F + * * 
T + * X X 
I 115 + + + X X 
M + X X 











































.00 3 . 0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 




































+ + + * 
+ * * 
+ + * * X X 
+ + * * X X 
+ * X X 
+ * * X X 
+ + * X X 
+ * * X 
+ * X X 
+ + * X 




+---------+---------+------- --+--- ------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLA.ME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 
I* + X 
I* + X 
+* + X 






















.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 





FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDI CTI ONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 
STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
SLOPE, % 8 . 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING Rll.TIO 
PR/O PR 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 



















STATIC 26. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
10 0 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
WIND, MI / H 10. 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/O PR 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 




















ST.ll.TIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 
S 751 + 
BY: WIGHT 1 HR 




+ * + 
+ 04 





* + + * + X X 
* + X 
X 
X 14 
* + X 
250 + * + X X 
F + + X 
T + X X 
I 125 + * + X X 
M + X X 
+ X X 
.00 x--x------+---------+-- ------- +---------+---- -----+ ---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
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F * + 
L 49 + * * + + 
A * + + 
M * * + X X 14 
E 4 0 + * + + X X 
* + X X 
L * + X X 
E 30 + + + X X 
N + X 
G + X X 
T 20 + + X 
H + X X 
* X 
9.9 + X 
F X 
T 
.00 +---------+---------+-·--------+---------+-- - ---- - -+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9 . 0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 26 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 6 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X .24 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
'* + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T I * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 
LOADS, T/ AC 
1 HR 







0. 2 3 
1. 82 











DEPTH , FT 
HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 







FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 





IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 








































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 7. 
10 HR FM 10. 
100 HR FM 13. 
LIVE HERB FM 118. 
LIVE WOODY FM 122. 
WIND, MI/H 4. 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 
S 56 + 
p 
R 




























* * * 
X X X X X 











* * * 










* * * 










* * 07 
X X 14 
.oo x -- x---x--+-------- - +-- ----- --+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




















































* * * * * * * * * * * + * X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
+ * X X 
+ * X X 
X X 
+---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, 
27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
! *+ X 
+* + X 
! * + X 
I* + X 
+* + X 
























.00 500 10 00 1500 2000 2500 3000 







FIRE BEHAVI OR PREDICTIONS FOR ,JUNE 
STATI C 2 7 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 






















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR / OPR 







DATA - ---------- ------ -- -- ----------------- --------
1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 10. 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 





IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 27 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 




































HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 













FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
----------------------------------------------
1 HR FM 6. 
10 HR FM 8. 
100 HR FM 1 0 . 
LIVE HERB FM 101. 
LIVE WOODY FM 111. 
WIND, MI / H 4. 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 

























+ * * 
































* * 06 
M + * * X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
+ + X X X X 
.oo x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 1 2 15 18 




STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
9.9 + + 02 
+ + 
F + + 
L 8.2 + + 
A + + 
M + 
E 6 .6 + + 
+ + 
L + 
E 4.9 + + 
N + 
G + * * * * * * * * 06 T 3.3 + + * * * 
H * * 
+ * * X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
1. 6 + * * X X X X 
F + * X X 
T X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+------ --- +---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
s 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A !* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E '* + X 
' * + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
. 00 
* + X 
+------.26+---------+ -·--------+---------+---------+-------- -+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR JULY 
STATIC 2 7. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 
LOADS, T/ AC 
1 HR 
10 HR 






0 . 23 
1.82 












HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
1 HR FM 8. V.A,RIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. -----------------
100 HR FM 12. ROS (FT/M) 
LIVE HERB FM 79. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 95. IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
SLOPE, I 7. FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 





FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB 
LIVE WOODY 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/M) 
H/A (BTU/ SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/ FT/S) 
S 82 










T 41 + 
E + 
+ 
27 + + 
F + 
T + 
I 14 + + 
M + * X X X 





























0 . 00283 
0.30 























.00 x -- x---x--+---------+--- --- ---+- --------+------- --+---------+ 
. 00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
11 + + 02 
+ + 
F + + 
L 9.1 + + 
A + + 
M + 
E 7 .3 + + 
+ + 
L + 
E 5.5 + + 
N + 
G + 
T 3.6 + + 
H 
+ * * * * * * * * * * * * 08 
1.8 + * X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
F + X X X 
T X X 
.00 +---------+---------+-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI / H 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R '* + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E ! * + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F !* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
. 00 +----.26--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 





LI VE WOODY 
0 . 93 
0 . 38 
0 .58 
0.23 
1 . 82 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 









1 HR FM 8. VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 13. -----------------
100 HR FM 14. ROS (F'T/M) 
LIVE HERB FM 78. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 115. IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 7. FLI (BTU/ FT / S) 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 















1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 










ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 


























* / 10 
M + * X X X X 












* * * 


























. 0 0 x- -x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
9 . 1 + + 02 
+ + 
F + + 
L 7.5 + + 
A + + 
M + 
E 6.0 + + 
+ + 
L + 
E 4.5 + + 
N + 
G + 
T 3.0 + + 
H * * * * * * * * * * 08 
+ * X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
1. 5 + * X X X 
F + * X X 
T X X 
.00 +--- - -----+---------+---------+---------+-- -- -- --- +---------+ 
.00 3.0 6 . 0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/ H 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D !*+ X 
240 +* + X 
R !* + X 
A I* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
!* + X 
120 +* + X 
F I* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * + X 
* + X 
.00 +----.26--+---------+---------+---------+--- - -----+---------+ 
. 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/ SQFT 
APPENDIX B 
FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTI ONS FOR SEPTEMBER 
STATI C 2 7 . CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
LOADS, T / AC 
1 HR 




















HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/ OPR 









1 HR FM 8 . VARIABLE 
10 HR FM 14 . -----------------
100 HR FM 14. ROS (FT/M) 
LIVE HERB FM 58. FL (FEET) 
LIVE WOODY FM 103. IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 
SLOPE, % 7. FLI (BTU/ FT/S) 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 






























HEAT CONTENT, BTU/LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 
PR/OPR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 














1 HR FM 
10 HR FM 
100 HR FM 
LIVE HERB FM 
LIVE WOODY FM 









ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT / M) 
H/ A (BTU/SQFT) 
FLI (BTU/FT / S) 
STATIC 
S 7 4 










T 37 + 
E + 
+ 
25 + + 
F + 
T + 
I 12 + + 
M + * X X X 





































.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




















































+ * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
+ * X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
+ X X X 
X X 
+---------+---------+----------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
* +X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
* + X 
I*+ X 
+* + X 
!* + X 

















* + X 





.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR PREDICTIONS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 
STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
LO.11.DS, T/ AC 
1 HR 











1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
100 HR FM 7. 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
SLOPE, % 7. 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/L B 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING RATIO 




0 . 00283 
0.30 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
V.I\.RIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/ A (BTU/ SQFT) 



















STATIC 27. CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 













1 HR FM 2. 
10 HR FM 2. 
10 0 HR FM 7 . 
LIVE HERB FM 60. 
LIVE WOODY FM 80. 
WIND, MI / H 10. 
STATIC 











HEAT CONTENT, BTU/ LB 
EXT MOISTURE, % 
PACKING Rl\.TIO 
PR /O PR 
FIRE BEHAVIOR RESULTS 
FIRE 
VARIABLE 
ROS (FT / M) 
FL (FEET) 
IR (BTU/ SQFT/ M) 
H/A (BTU/SQFT) 


































































+ X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
+ + X X X X 
x--x---x--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 




STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 1 HR 
12 + * 02 
* * + 04 
F * * + + 
L 10 + * + + 
A * * + M * + + 
E 8.2 + * + 
* + + 
L * + 
E 6.2 + * + 
N * + 
G * + 
T 4.1 + * + 
H + 
+ 
2.1 + X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 
F + X X X 
T X X 
.00 +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 15 18 
MIDFLAME WINDSPEED, MI/H 
STATIC 27 CUSTOM MODEL FOR FUEL TYPE 7 BY: WIGHT 
S 360 * +X 
p * + X 
R * + X 
E 300 * + X 
A * + X 
D ! *+ X 
240 +* + X 
R ! * + X 
A '* + X 
T 180 +* + X 
E !* + X 
! * + X 
120 +* + X 
F '* + X 
T ! * + X 
I 60 + * + X 
M * . 26 X 
. 00 
* + X 
+---------+---------+-·--------+---------+---------+---------+ 
.00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
HEAT PER UNIT AREA, BTU/SQFT 
